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Anger over .dorm site
Environmental impact questione ·
By Dan Snapp

there (at the reservoir site)."
According to Condon, the
Concern over a proposed
university administration plan administration appointed a
to build dormitories on the . committee of people involved
reservoir off Mast Road in with Residential Life to tour
Durham was thle focaf point of available sites for potential new
a meeting Wednesday night in housing f~r undergraduates.
·
"A couple of the sites they
Kendall Hall.
Citing a lack of communica- looked at were of the railroad
tion between the administration tracks,"· Condon said. "On the
~nd the rest of the uni;ersfry walk back from one of them, the
community, Dr. William Con- committee went thmugh the
don, head of the animal science reservoir area. Finding it to be
department, urged the many a beautiful sight, they recomstudents, faculty and local ci- mended it as a potential site for
tizens present to voice their building."
In the report sent by the
opinio'ns to the administration.
"They (the administration) committee to Dean of Student
· held no discussions with our Affairs J. Gregg Sanborn, the
department chair: not plant - committee states that th'e re. science, not forestry or anyone ·servoir site "deserves further
else," Condon said. 'Tm no civil attention and should receive our
engineer but I know it's com- first priority for further remon practice to h ave a public search."
The report also states that
announcement when planning
to bu ild so mething. The .first the reservoir site "should be
public mention came last week pursued before the other opwhen they ha d surveyors out _ tions."

Condon said the site has the
highest density of wildlife on
campus, and said that if dormitories do · go in there, "the
wildlife will be driven out, no
question."
Another problem with the
site is that the horse program
uses that area_extensively.
According to Amy Dickens,
a riding instructor for the
program, if the dormitories go
in, "We would be forced to ride_
in the indoor arena. Also, we
have a competition out by the
reservoir twice a year, and we've
been having that competition
for fifteen years now. People
come from all over to be in this
competition. It is no small deal."
Dickens also expressed safety
concerns for both students and
animals.
"Our program would have to
have some kind of security out
at the stables," Dickens sa id.

DOR~S, page 7

Emergency·birth control
method is used at UNH
,

By lshi Niyama Burdett
A n eme.rge ncy method of
'tiirth control in pill form is
available at UNH Health Services and must be used within
72 · hours of interco"ur se,._It ·is
called the morning-after piffantl
is extremely controversial, even
t hough it has been ih use for
years.
The pill was approved by the
Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) for everyday oral contraceptive use in May of 1968,
put was never approved for
morning.-:.l!,fter purposes. Ovral,
the medical term for the pill,
in G:f~at has been
ininrtHTIIJrl

Brita{n and West Germany.
Dr. Lippman of Wyeth, Ovral's manufacturing company,
said the company does not
promote morning-after use of
the pill, but that any doctor may
use an approved drug for other
purposes under his own liability.
He said there is always some
potential danger when a product
is used for purposes other tharr1
what it is approved for.
While some women use it as
an everyday coptraceptive, the
majority use· other pills since ·
Ovral has a considerably higher
hormone dosage, according to
Dr. Kathleen Tul-loh of UNH

Director of Health ~ervices Dr. PETER PATTERSON (Sharon
Donovan photo)

I

Medical Services.
Dr. Peter Patterson, medical
director of_UNH Health Services, said the pill i§._ availabfe
to "someone who had unpro tected intercourse during a timeframe when she was most likely
to get pregnant, or (a woman
who has suffered) a rape."
However Health Service faculty
members stressed that. the pill
is strictly for emergency use and
will not be taken advantage of.
Patte-r son did not know the
exact number of students to
whom the pill has been administered at UNH, however his
guess was ten per year. Tu.Hoh
approximated five students per
year.
"They (the students) have got
to convince us there's a real
medical need for them to take
the pill," Patterson said, al though h~ added that every
woman who has engaged in
unprotected intercours~ in the
middle of her cycle has the right
"'
to "request it."
According to Tulloh, while
the pill does not prevent the
woman's egg from becom ing
fertilized, it does not take t h e
place of an abortion. The p ill
prevents the ovum (the fertilized egg) fro m attaching itself
to the endometrium ( the lining
of the uterus) , a stage w h ich
occurs three to four days after
unprotected intercourse.
Tulloh said it is not known
why or how this work~, and the
pill is not 100 percent effective.
Side effects of the pill _may
include nausea and yomiting_
headaches, abdominal pain,
dizziness, fatigue, visual distur-

A student makes a strong point at the speak out yesterday on
the lawn i~ front of Thompson Hall. (ph?!O by Mark Parnham)

UNH speaks on
·need for· action
By Angel1que Davi
"You don't have to be radical,
you don't even have to wear
Birkenstocks, you just have to
stand up for what you believe
in," Randy Spartichino said at
the second annual speak-out
yesterday on .the lawn of Thompson Hall.
All UNH students needed to
get them to speak out was the
opportunity and a microphone.
Ap proximately 300 people
turned out to listen and to be
·
·
heard.
Randy Spartichino challenged
the audience-to do more than

complain, but to act upon these.
.
grievances.
"Everyone has mentioned
something about rights being
infriq.ged upon, but no action
is being taken," Spartichino said.
"No one here has the right to
complain if they have never
·
pr91ested."
,,..•The speeches ranged from
problems with the Durham
Bank to the need fo r UN H
students to look after one another. The theme was always the
same: apathy' changes. nothing,

SPEAK, p age 7

Flasher is still
milki~g rounds

By Curtis Graves
Tw o ca ses of flash ing occur red in Dur ham Tuesd ay
afternoon within 5 m inutes of
each other, b ringing the tally
to 10 cases in 1988.
The incidents were reported
at 2:28 and 2:38 ·p .m. Tuesday.
The flashings occurred in broad
'
daylight.
The flasher's first victim, who
wished to remain anonymous,
PILL, page 5 - said she was walking down
Edgewood Road around 2: 30 ~

p.m., when a car pu11ed over on
the other side of the road, about
a block ahead of her.
"A guy walked out of the car
with h is pants pulled down
a:round his ankles," the victim
said. "He was wearing a hat and
sunglasses so I couldn't see his
face. There · was no license
number on the car. '
The woman also said that the
man was apparently the only

FLASHER, page 3
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.,it.tilke-S more

than an apple a day for good healt h

"I · think more adults are
By Kelly fallon
Acq>.rdiQg · to Dr. ;Robert exercisiffg these ,. day,s,'.' said
Kertzer, exercise physiologist Junior Robin White. "But
and professor. of phy~ic;:al ed- · there's still a lo.t uf heifers out
· ucation, regular exercise helps there."
"In 1985, a study w,:is conductprevent heart ·disease, obesity,
s~rokes, aids in .the control of ed on American school- aged
high blooa pressure and in the children and it was found that
a significant n~mbe~ of chil1ten
blood glucose level of diabetics.
· Kertzer will discuss the irri- still don't get adequate exercise,"
portance of a regulaF exercise Kertzer said . . · ·
Freshman Heather Field said,
program in the pr.e vention of
the onset of disease on Tuesday, ::.1 don't think most people get
Octob_er 4 at 7.:30_at the Elliot enough exercise. In gym classes ;
at school we did everything . else
Alumni Center in Durham. ·
.
Kertz.e r is o·ne_of four speak- _ but exercise."

rr1 think more adults are
·exercisi ng these days. But
thereJs still a lot of heifers
out there.JJ -Robin White
ers involved in the university's
.
Faculty Lecture Series.
· "We· now have evidence that
dearly proves to us t~at regular
exercise helps protect us against
disease," Kertzer said.
Kertzer will explain certain
studies which have been done
that prove these benefits ·of
e~ercise ..He will discuss some
physiology, and leave some time
'at the· end to answer questions.
. Society has already made a
marked improvement over the
ye~.rs but there_is still room for
'much more, Kertzer said..

Kertze_r said one of the qigges t problems is not getting
people to start an exercise
program, but to stick to one.
Joining an aerobics class for a ·
month and the_h quitting is
exactly what we don't want to
see.
· "A good way to get people to
stick to an exercise program ·is
to diversify the aerobic activities," Franklin Fitness Center's
Brian Lenk, a 'fitness instructor
said: "Go jogging one day; the
next day biking, and the next
day_ ~erobics. That way you'll

(Lisa Iagatta pb.oto)
Profes-~or of PhysicalEduca tion Dr. ROBERT KERTZER
.
. :
\

avoid boredom." ··
"It's important for everyone
to find\ a vigorous physical
activity they enjoy, whether it
b~ jogging,_ ~ennis, or aerobic~~-"

Kertzer said. "Regular exercise ··
. s~ould be.come an important
part of your everyday li.fe. Like
brushing your teeth."
He said .that peol?le don't

.-------------------.....------.....-----------··V t-juqgeJ ~ts utilities
ou~-of Seabroo k pact

UK to fight terroris m

think about brushing their teeth .
everyday, so they shouldn't have
to think about exercising either.
"That's the biggest challenge
we f~~~aid K~rtzer ..,

·Allies told to share
defense burden•

-Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher, heavily
guarded during a surprise visit to Northern Ireland, .
President Reagan, in a farewell meeting· earlier
said Wednesday that Britain is more determined
The Vermont Supreme Court gave the go-ahead
week with some Western European and Asian
this
than ever to defeat terrorism.
this week for seven small Vermont utilities to back
issued an appeal that they shoulder more
allies,
never
never,
must
terrorism
that
strongly
feel
troubled
"I
the
from
power
buy
to
c;;ontracts
their
out of
defense costs. The president's message,
their
of
family
and
rs
ice
off
police
I
:win," she told a group of
Seabrook nuclear power plant.
.
Public Service Commissioner George Sterzinger, · members in East Belfast. "If it did, that would spell summed up at a n~ws conference by Assistant
"More
was:
Ridgway,
L.
Ro~anne
State
of
Se<;:retary
_
the end for democracy." .
praising the decision, said it would save the 30,000
ratepayers serv~d by the seven member-owne d . · Thatcher told the police officers that she heard can be done."
However, while praising the president for his
people suggest that more Irish Republican Army,Iutilities about $327 million, an average of more
RA, attacks would make the publis weary. "You commitment to the North Atlantic alliance, the
than , $10,000 apiece. Collectively, the utilities
don't know the spirit of Northern Ireland or the allies insisted that, for the most part, they were
acq:mnted for less than one percent of the Seabrook
spirit of the United Kingdom," she said. "The more carrying a fair share of the load. The allies stressed
share holders.
for
victory
great
difficult things are, the greater our resolve, their contributions to economic developerhent in
"a
ruling
· Sterzinger called the
.
determination and courage to defeat that terrorism the Third World, Ridgway said.
, the Vermont consumer. Getting free of Seabrook
of the
periphery
the
on
session,
75-minute
The
midst."
electric
our
in
affordable
cancer
a
is
which
preserving
tq__ward
· is a big step
·was
meeting,
Assembly
General
Nations
United
Northern
The IRA is fighting to oust Britain from
rates." In addition, he added the department would
confidence,"
of
note
positive
very
"a
by
marked
south.
the
with
province
the
unite
to
and
seven
the
Ireland
for
recover
to
designed
action
launch _-a n
This year, the IRA has stepped up its attacks on , and the notion that "staying strong was in common
utilities the $,6.2 -million they have paid on the
.
Britiosh soldiers, killin,g 27 in Northern Ireland, usage," Ridgway stated. .
1986.
since
coqeracts
Seabrook
Reagan met with some lead~rs of the 15 US allies
mainland Britain and continental Europe.
In its ruling,-the Vermont Supreme C0t11:t agreed
in the North Atlantic Treaty Organization and of
with the Public Service Departme-tha t the seven
Australia, South Korea and Japan as he wound up
utilities had contracted to buy power from Seabrook
· a two-day visit to the United Nations, his seventh
illegally, because they did not put the matter to
and last visit to the world body as president.
a vote;of their membership-. The court also found
that through .their contract with the Massa·chusetts
An experimental drug being tested as an abortion
Municipal. Wholesa_le Electric Company, tqe seven
utilities ·had impro·p erly turned their fates ove,r
pill appears to offer a safe and effective ~ltetnative .
to surgically' terminating early pregnancies, Dutch
to the po~er wholesaler.
"Cow chip casino," a game of chance used by nonresearchers reported. ,
profit organizations to raise mon_ey for worthy
The drug, epostane, was found to be 84·percent . causes; has run .up against Maine-state law. Two
effective in ending pregnancies of 50 women w?o organizations, the Gorham Jaycees and the Cum- _
took it five to eight weeks into their pregnancies berland playground Committee, were forced to cancel
• in a new study, the largest of its kind, the researchers scheduled games after being notified by state police
said in a report on the study published yesterday.
that animal welfare laws prohibit the conrest that
Pr'esident Reagan signed an $8.8 billion military
that ~postane taken orally is an focused oq where a freshly-fed cow chooses to relieve
conclude
"We
construction spending bill Wednesday, but gave · effective and safe' method for the termination of .
itself.''Cow chip casino" is played on a field divided
only partial assent to a requirement tha_t the
early pregnancy," said th.e researchers into squares in a grid pattern, with tickets sold
unwanted·
an
administration notify congressional committees ·, from Vrije University in Amsterdam.
·
for each square. The winner is the one whose ticket
·
in advance of some military exercises.
by blocking an enzyme _known matches the square on which the cow lifts its tail
works
drug
The
The bill calls for the secretary of defense to give
as 3-HSD, which is needed for converting the
the call of mother nature. Clyde LeClair,
30· days 'notice for exercises if construction _costs · · hormone ·progesterone which is necessary to and heeds
of the state Animal Welfare Board,
director
exective
are expected to exceed $100,000. The president
maintain a pre_gnancy in the womb.
said the law spells out that no live animal may be
said h~ was approving the bill with the. understa_ndused "as a premium, fund-raising device, prize or
ing that this section "encompasses only exercises
award" nor may any live animal be used in a "raffle,
where providing 30 days notice is feasible."
contest, game or promotion."

butch say pill is OK

No cow c_h ips in Maine

$8.8b for military
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UNH sees alcohol ·
problems
related
--

By Pamela Delfoning- ~- _, __. _

spo!_lsible.for enforcing the state
·
In the early 1980s, one of _ laws. ·
UNH' s claims to fame was its
"It has been provt n, on large
ranking in Playboy magazine's- and small scales, tha ~ prohibi"Top ten party school lists." In tion doesn't work. O..1r goal is
1988 UNff reaffirmed its po- . to make students aware oLthe
sition in the national spot light rules and regulations and to take
as .Time magazine ·cited UNH responsiblity for their actions
as a college with a prominent when they break the rules;" said
alcohol and sexual assault prob- Sanborn.
. lem.
"Prohibition pushes the probIn reaction to the party at- lem off campus and relocates
mosphere heralded in Playboy, it somewhere else," he said.
UNH administrators have foRegulations have increased
cussed · on making students steadily iQ the last three years.
responsible for themselves as Residential halls strictly enforce
well as others' actions, Dean of alcohol rules. Beer was removed
Students J. Gregg Sanborn said. . from the MUB. The Greek
Sanborn cited a lack of re- System -r eceives closer adminsponsibility in social settings istration observation.
as the reason for the university's
Durham follows suit. No
alcohol problems, as weH~stbt more than three unrelated peostricter rules.
ple can live together in certain
·
When. students go off to areas of town.
, . college they no longer have the
Meanwhile, alcohol related
"parent" watching o~er them. problems have increased. UNH
· During the ,liberal 1960s and reported seven sexual assaults
1970s, the role of a college during the opening weeks of
administration was not equated school. University Police rewith parenting, said Sanborn;.
ports show a high number of
Recent conservative. trends students were taken to Health
in society have refocussed thjs Services for care due to excessive .
role, according to Sanbor·rr intoxication.
UNH administrators have be"There is an increase in the
come very conscious of the numbers of students in extreme
parent role in response to states of intoxication," Sanborn
"problem behavior" including said. . in front of Thompson. Hall (photo by Mike Parnham).
alcohol abuse, and the related · In response to alcohol and
violence of. sexual assaults, as sexual assault problems, the
well as assault in general,'' sa,id university sponsored programs
Sanborn.
on these issues at freshmen
Alcohotcan be linked to 9,5, orientation.
pamphlet'is a brief statement that we ~ill not tolerate such percent
By Jay Kumar
of sexual assault cas-et
While these prograrps were
In response to- the alarming - from UNH President Gordon behavior, and that we must do at UNH, according to Eve
· number of sexual assaults on Haaland, the law's definition· all we can to eliminate it from Goodman, director of SHARPP not mandatory, Kathleen
Gildea-Dinzeo, ·director of
campus this semester the ·uni- of sexual assault, the campus the university.
(S_e xual Harassment and Rape ' Health Education, said that they
versity has mailed out a pam- · penalties for committing sexual'
"The kind of coercion and Prevention PrQgram). · ·
were highly attende9.
phlet with information and assault, . ways to avoid such intimidation these acts repres
_ "Alcohol plays a major rnle
Freshman Mike· Slatoff atcampus policies on s·exual as- . incidents and directions for ent is unacceptable in our society in problems that exist in any
tended the seminars. He said
victims.
'
sault.
an,d ~s inimical t~ any institution .community," said Sanborn. ·
between 50 and 75 percent of
. Haaland wrote, ,"Sexual as- of higher education.
All members of the university
Sanborn admits he can never the freshmen were present for
community should receive the saults, a national problem at
"During ~he past year,_ we stop underage drinking .o n a
statement.within the next few colleges and universities, con- have made important strides __ college campus. He said as a the informational meet_ings.
tinues to occur on our campus.
days.
HAALAND, page 9 state imtitution,,UNH is reIncluded rn the four-page Consequently, I want to reiterate

·Haaland addresses assaults
2

---(c!1~~r!!!~l)- u . . : -DCE Dean discusses challenge
.
one in the car and that he was Goldmg said. The second wornmanipulating 'himself with his an ga".'e a similar ?~script~on, By Brian Brady
With the goal of e~pan.d ing
but said he _was dn_vmg a light
hand while he faced her. · .
"He. seemed older," she said. brow_n Chevette, w1th,,no plate,. the Division of Continuing
Education (DCE) and Summer
'.'I wouldn't say he was a coll~ge · headmg toward town. . . ·
"~e ~ould hope to l~~k the Session into a larger and :more
student. _He was wearing an
army hat and Ray-Ban sun- two (mCidents together), Gol~- complete academic option, the
glasses. And he was smiling like ing_ said, "or make a dete~mi- · university appointed William
F. Murphy as the new dean.
nation one way o~ anot~e~.
.
a Cheshire Cat.
Murphy replaces Edward J.
. Golding offered stat1st1cs on
"I was nervous," she said. "He
wasq't threatening me, but_I eac_h of the ten reporte~ cases Durnall, Ed. D., who retired
didn't want to take any chances. ?f md~cent exposure ~his y~ar Aug·. 31 after 23 years as the
. I was very shaken up after- rnvolvmg a man exposmg _h 11;11- director of Continuing Educa- ,
· self to a woman. Tpe stat1st1Cs tion.
wards."
Murphy, 46, comes to UNH
The woman said she ?idn't. indica~ed that M~db1;1ry Road,
realize what ·he was dorng at the Mill R?ad shoppmg plaz_a, from Fairfield U niversity°'in
•first. When she realized some- and Packers Falls (east of Mill · Connecticut, where he was the
thing was wrong, she be~an ~oad) are hotspots for flash- .. dean of the school of Continuing
Education.
·
.
•
walking up the nearest drive- mgs.
Golding said t~at the overall _ , Bruce Mallory, who was the
.... ,
way. When die flasher drove away, - number of flashrngs recorded chairman of the search commitshe went to her house a!!d , h_as i;o_t increased or decreased tee: that nominate4 Murphy,_
phoned t'he Durham police s1gnif1cantly over_ the years. cited several qualifications in
. Neve~theless, he said that there Murphy that impress¢d _him.
·· .
.
department.
"His extensive experience in
"When the police (officer) are thmgs people can d? to help
continuing education at two
came, he got a call on his radio cu~~ this typ~ of behav~or.
that the same thing happened . Get the _tm~e, locat10n, veh- other universities along with
on Qavis Court. Same exact 1cle d·esc~1pt10i:i, a,1;1,d pl~te his leadership skills stood out,"
· . . . _ n~m~ers,, 1f possible, Goldmg said Mallory. "He is insightful,
description._" .
Durham PolICe Captarn M1- said. ~e 11 do o~r best.to locate. flexible, visionary, personable
chael D. Gol~ing said that the the vehicle and _mvesug~te the and a good manager. Our expecdescriptions were not exactly owner by runnrng the lICense rations are that he will make
significant changes .over the
·.
the s.ame, but that the possibility . plate."
·
,
aw~re next fe~ years.
"Ev_e,rybody sh?uld
definitely exists th~t t~e. offen?"There is a mandate frorr.·
er was the same rnd1v1dual m of their surroundmgs, Goldmg
~aid. "This_ is a crime, a1:d there administration to expand th,
each instance.
"The first woman described 1s poren_tial for a crim~ to Division of Continuing Educ~.
a man about six feet tall, d~rk develop rnto _a threat. People tion to other parts of the stat.
hair, blue jeans, and wearrng sho~l1 cert~rnly report any academic standards."
Murphy looks forward to the .
a green army hat. ?he said h~ ~u_s.p1~10us thrng t~ey .~ee, even
was driving a silvensh- Honda,- if It s JUSt a gut feelmg.

ii
_
,
.
The life aroun? UNH differs
upcoming challenges in DCE.
"It is hopefully· in a state of greatly from his old sch~ol,
change," said .Murphy. "It will Fairfield, and that also excites
.
.
be like that for a number of him.
. "The diversity of the_ rnst1years. We need to increase and
improve the educational oppor- tution, student body, variety of__
tunities for adult part. ti~e
DCE,page 5
students in New Hampshire.
I

,?e

Division ,of Continuing
MURPHY (Alex Boro~ photo)
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Wi•h it .l l~ed for Jt(}usillg, do you think that a new dormitory complex
'. shoUld. over.r ide'. the' ~lllp~rtance of the r-e~ervoir·_and ·w oodlands area, -.
·
·
the currently propOsed site?

'-'I don't think that it is agood
idea because that area is so
· widely ·used by cross-country
skiers and horseback riders and
: is the only spot on campus to
do these activities."

''Unfortunately I do think so. ·.
it is an important issue to,house
students, howeve·r we will be
pu.t ting more than 60iJ furry
little critters and birds out of
a home, in destr0ying this area."

"I would hope that the school
w_o uld seriosly consider a,,;,tb"er location because the natural
area there is i"eplaceable, and
once it's gone, it's gone."

Everett Poisson
Tim Coppinger

. Anita Davies·
'

,

· .. 'Wo, because if this plan goes
into action the horseback riding
-.Program among other recrea- :
· tio1,al programs would greatly
· suffer due to too many people
in too confined an area. I think
that the University should take
that into consideration and look
. at other-sites first."

Freshman
Senior

Junior

_Jennifer Taft

Business Economics
English

Liberal Arts

S6pbomore
I.

,..

I

,_: :

~

. ~i

Com,,;,unications

.....;,.-

· ~~ , ··. U~iverSi ty TeChllolC>gy (Z~nter
_
_Sto~eH~ursc.9;00-3:90 . Tho.
f\__
·..·•· 17)~
..
University · ·omputlng • . mpson Ha 11 • ·1328
'-:.J \..J.
:· October Specials
Macintosh II

.

.

Buy a11;y configuration of a ,Macintosh II Get WordPerfect FREE I

IQMModelS 0
w / 20 MB Hard Disk
.

.

and Monochrome Monitor
MS-DOS 3.3 Free and $50.00 ·cash,Back

• Mouse Pads •
Cabl~s ·• Printers • .Diskettes • Math· CoProcessors
Surge, Protectors • Modems • Ribbons • Memory Upgrades • Software
.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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UNH Legal Services blossom ·-~ I.J:·1'1DAR
- By Thea M. Favaloro
It's not Perry Mason, but
close.
·
This semester UNH Legal
Services has two new lawyers
representing s~udents this semester:· Thomas Dwyer and
Sharon Brown of Portsmouth.
Legal Services represents
students in cases involving
landlord-tenant disptJ-tes·, some
criminal cases involving possession of drugs and alcohol,
charges of DWI- or trespassing,
etc.
These services are free to fulltime undergraduate ·s tudents.
This year, a reduced rate on
felony cases is also being offered,
which legal services did not
handle in the past.
_.
Dwyer, and Brown will also
put on free educational worksho_ps to help students with
· various legal matters:
Dwyer has been _practicing
law in New Hampshire on and
.off fo r ten years, and has been
in Portsmouth since 1984.
"It's very excitin,g working
at UNH," Dwyer said. "The
cases so fai -have been very
i·n teresting .arid the students are
always appreciative." ·
· ·
According to Dw.yer, th~re
have been 35. criminal cases
~ince th_e be'ginning of the
semester.
~
He admits that it .is a drainon his practice, however, be- ·
cause he puts a lot of time into
the university's cases. .
,: ·"I realized it would bfJlifficult
;before I started," Dwyer said.
:<"We have a separate filing
:-system for . the university, but
all the case work is done at our
office in Portsmouth."
Last semester student senate
ti ent out lettFf'- t0 three ~jffprent
._
-;.;

EX~ lBITION
Exhibit - "Women of Courage," an exhibit of large
. , photographic gortraits·from the BJack Wome-n Oral fl1story .
-Project of the Schlesinger Library Radcliffe College. Portraits
. of 40 ~u~s.tanding blacK. w_o men _who have made significant
.· <;ontnbut10rts to •f\.mencan society. Thompson Hall, M. F, 8-4:30. Through Friday, October 14.
.·

FRIDAY, -SEPTEMBER 30
LAST DAY TO DROP COURSES, OR CHANGE 10 AUDIT.
LAST . DA-Y TO CARRY MORE THAN ·20 -CREDITS
- (UNDERGRADS), OR 16 (GRADS), WlTHOUT A SUR. CHARGE. .
_ . _· ·
PARENT'S-WEEKEND.
MEN'.S SOCCER- vs. Maine, '3:00 p.m.
LECTURE- "Religious Fraud and the Supernatural." Danny
Korem, world--class .iflusionist and investigative j-o urnalist
: will demonstrate _pseudo-miracles and discuss the plausibility
of real powers. First floor lounge Stoke, 3:30 p.m. and room
110, Murkland, 7:30 p.m.
¥

UNH .THEATER & DANCE PRODUCTION-:-- .•·.•No, No,
Nanette." Paul Arts, Johnson The~ter, 8 p.m.' -__• --~-

SATURDAY, OCTOBERl
PARENT'S WEEKEND.
UNH F~L~ HORSE TRIALS- Riders from New England .
competmg m dressage. Green Acres Stable. Dover; 8 a.m.
to 3 p.m.

, THOMAS PWY~R, orie of the two new additions to UNH's
legal services. _(Hilary Paige photo)
law firms, including Craig of Maher an~ Dwyer was their
Evans, who handled the univer::- -availibility for hight hours. Also,
sity's cases last year. .
both Dwyer and .Brown have
According to Robert Radler, had experience teaching.
the -chairperson for judicial
Legal Services is open Tuesaffairs, Evans did net serid his day from 10 to 1 p.m. and 6:30
bid in until after the deadline _to 8:30 p.m. for walk-ins, on
and therefore is not represent- · Wednesdays from 6:30 to 8:30
ing the university this year.
p.m and on Fridays, they are
Radler said one of the main open from 10 to 1 p.m. by
_ reasons for choosing the firm appointment and for walk-ins.

.

~

.

.

PARENT'S WEEKEND CONCERT- UNH Jazz Band, Dave
Seiler directing, with the UNH Vocal Jazz Ensemble, Chris
Humphrey, directing. Granite State lloom, MUB, 8 p.m.
Stude_nts/seniors
$4, general $5.
'
.
.
'

UNH THEATER & DANCE PRODUCTION- "No, No,
·Nanette." Paul Arts,Johnson Theater, 8 p.m. , . ·. . _

SUNDAY; ocTOBER 2
PARENT'S WEEKEND. .
UNH FALL HORSE TRIALS- Riders from New England
competing in cross country and stadium jumping. UNH Horse ·
Barns, 8 a.m.- 5 p.m. ~ .
·

be backed by an adequate reason
-MUSO FILM:_ "You Only Live Twice." Strafford Roorp,
before Patterson will administer
it. Although rape is not the only · MUB, 7 and 9:30 p.m., students $1, general $2.
convincing reason, he feels that . .
MONDAY, OCTOBER 3
",i f someone is raped, they
shouldn't have to bare the
RUSSIAN FILM SERIES- "Quiet Sunrise" Parr-I. Forum
stigma of an unborn child."
_Roolll, Library, 4 p.m. $1.
·, _
·, .
Tulloh believes "rriost stu.FRENCH & ITALIAN FILM SERIES- "Zazie clans le Metro."
dents seem to have taken charge
Room 110, Murkland, 7 p.m. $1.
of their sexual lives." She said
although she does not know the
TUESDAY; OCTOBER 4
·exact figures, the number of
people who have come ·to
CAREER .DAY- Granite State Room and Strafford Room,
Health Services requesting the
MUB, 10 a.m. _- 3 p.ni.
..
. . ·_·.
. .·
morning-~fter pill has dropped
·over the last few years.
RUSSIAN FILM SERIES- "Quiet Sundse" Part 1; Forum
Room, Library, 7 p.m., $1.
,

_________..... DC~E----------institutiopal programs, size of
institution and complexity of
it makes this a more challenging
position," said Murphy. ,
Financially, Murphy is optimistic about the DCE.
",. "Continuing Education i,s, in
.a s~nse; a self-supporting operation," Murphy said. "It is a
land grant institution. there has
been a very str-ong history
· ainong land grants and public

.

.. FOOTBALL-::- vs. Delaware. Field House, 1-p.m.

(continued from page 1)
Gloria Graham, head nurse
of UNH Health Services, said
the pill has been available at
UNH for at .least twelve years,
however, no one is sure of the
exact number.
Patterson felt public awareness of the morning-after pill
should not be heightened, saying
that i,tis a bad idea to advertise
it. He said women may turn to -,
this pill as a prefer-red use of
contraception rather than being
responsible before intercourse
by using a more guaranteed;
,
low-risk method:··
A request for the pill must

.

Sponsored by Student Coalition for Homeless. New Hampshire
Hall, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
·
_. . . , .

PILL
bances, •Slee~ disturbance, acne
and/ or depression, according
· to the information sheet given
to patients at UNH Health
Services. Of the women who
have take n the pitl, 42.4 percent .
. have suffered no apparent sideeffects.
.. · A serious risk is the possibility of damaging the fetus if it
was not effective in terminating
pregnancy. ·If a: woman decides
to keep the baby after the pill
did not work, there is a good
chance-the baby will suffer from
Qirtp. defects, according to Lippman.
·

.

.

FLEA MAR.KET_:_ Great things sold by prof~ssional dealers.

\_
(continued from page 3)
institutions."
their jobs and theidives. 1,._
Murphy is aware of the. fa.ct
After working with Dean
that. very. few traditional Stu- . Murphy for one rponth, As,sodents -a re aware of the DCE · ciate Director of DCE Nancy
program.
Hamer is · thrilled about the
"I hope that won't be the case selection of Dean Murphy.
in three or four years," Murphy
"He's willing to listen to
-said. "One thing that Contin- other ideas and he has an open
uing Educationcan do for UNH mind," sp.e said. "He'll be ,a
is it can bring in a whole champion of Continuing 'Edu.:
different set of students who · cation."
have varying exp~riences from

FACULTY LECTURE SERIES- "Exercise and Heafth: An
Ounc;e of Prevention." Robert Kertzer, professor of physical
·equc~tion. Alumni Center, 7:30 p.m. _
,
SIDORE LECTURE SERIES- "Midwifing Traditions:
Lessons 'from a Native American Women's Health Care
P_roject;"; Katsi Cook..Strafford Room, MDB, 8 p.m. free.

.

.

:~ •' 0 .Uj O

radeJ'S

--~---ALCOHOL _ _ _ _ __
"They were mostly a reiteration of facts people are already
aware of," he said. "They did
get across the point that sexual
assualt usually involves acquaintantes."
Residence halls are requiredto sponsor semin.ars on sexual
assault a·n d alcohol awareness, .
Gildea-Dinzeo ,said. The pro~:
grams, howeve.r, am. not manq.atory to residents . Greek

(continued from page 3)
programs on both topics, she '
added. ·
At the T-Hall speak-out yesterday, where students could
address any issue they wanted,
Sanborn and Cindy Gaqhwaite,
director of the Student ·tonduct
System, both urged students to take responsibility for them- ·
selves and others.
· Garthwait~ said, "We are
lucky as a university that we

death. You are lucky you haven't ·.
lost a friend." ·
'
Sanborn commended UNH's
acaoemic env ironment but
frowned on UNH ' s weekend
behavior.
University rules and regulation~ are designed tocontrol this
atmosphere. "We want to make
our expec_tations de,a r. ~n a,, ..
consistent basis and live by ·
t_hem,-" Sanborn said.

p},7t;'1g_f~ J1~J~9,i?l,~ iw
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Kee fe·. diSa:J)points
Stu den t ·Sen ate ·.

.

AL-ANO N :-~EE.TING ; )n:f~-~-m~don and to
.
.
__
q-~i.1m, meet(~gs, ~ 42-2002, Ext~).12, Mondays,
½R•
,
,
-·:;
INFORMA
R1lE-MED ICAL/ PRE_:_DENTAL
.
.
.
f ,IONAL METTING : Conducted by Prof. Johi:i <•.Xtbdfr)\, Healtli1;Sery1~es? goon t~ _l_p 1~ ,.
.
_ . . ,.. , : ,, .. ,~- ·
~.
R'.ouman Chairman of the Pre-medica l/ Pre-dental
CHRONIC ILµNESS · ?UP PORT GROUP: InforAdvisory Committee . Members introduced and
;·..
information on p,...ocedures and requiremen ts· fo~ --,_ matio?: ,Heal~li Ed1fcat'iofr, 862""'3SZ3_ Mo1;1day·s;7 - ·
admission to medical and dental ·school-s will be •,, :-~anfetence Rqom, 2nd floor, Health Services;
.
~discussed. All intere_sted students are welcome · to -~ p:m.
.
.
Wednesday, 6cwber 5 in the Forum Room; Dimond
. iNG: Anony. in6us,
-BIV. . UNSEL1NGA.iNO-TEST
·
L_1'b rary,- 7· p.m.
, f:ree coupseling. and testing for "AIDS. _By appoint. -, " . . menLoo.ly, He.ilth Education, 862:-3823, Tuesdays
(3-ENERAL .·i , _ -~, .
·~- . aiif ~ednesdays, 9 a.-m: to 4 ·p::m.
,
_.
z,, .
OPEN HOUSE: The Non-Tradi tional Student . . . . '
lriCenter is hosting an open hous~ for:- aU stude1Jts, . qVpI(~ATE ~S, ANONYMO US MEET!NG:862,faculty& , staff oq Tuesday, September 2.7, and ·· format16n: 43.4-7578 O'r.HeaLth Educat10n,
·
. Wednesday, September 28., from 8:30 a.m. to 4::30 ' · 382·3_. Tuesday, conferer;ict; Ro~:np, 2nd floor,Health
Services, 1 to 2, p.m.
p.m., 2nd floor·, Pette House. We'll be more than
·
·.
happy to show you around.
CANCER SURVIVO RS AND SUPPOlt TERS
ME~TING: A group for those with cancer or friends
GREATBA Y FOOD COOP: A non-profit retail
and relatives ~ith c;ancer. Tuesdays, Room 249,
ind preorder food store offering bulk grains,
·sEryicw-$, 7 ~8:30_p.m. _
Health
Wednesday,
Every
more.
much
and
cheeses
granola,
MEETINGS
Hubbard Hall, 4:;,0to ·. 7 p.m. , .

-CO.

1

BIBLE STUDY:: A general overview study of the ·scriptures. 'Newcome~s welcome! Meet at Waysmeet · RITE OF CHRISTIA NINITIATION OF ADULTS:
Weekly discussion over dinner -of Catholic faith.
Protestant'StudentCenter, 15 Mill Road, Thursdays,
Rever_end Penriett, Coordinator. Mondays, Catholic
·
7 p.m. -- · ·
Stude_n t Center, •5:30 to 7 p.m. open to all.
TGIF PIZZA LUNCH: Every Friday at the NonTraditional Student Cent~r, Pettee House,noo n . . WRITER'S W.ORKSHOP ORGANIZ ATIONAL
MEETING : To anyone jµtere~te~ in a non-c
to 1:30 p.m., $1 a slice and some of the best company
traditional writer's workshop. Informatiqn : 862'
.iround.
2634. Tuesday, October 4, Non-Traditional Student
Center, Pettee House, 3 p_m.
MORTAR BOARD HONOR SOCIETY: Come help
get this year off to a great start! Tuesday, October
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION MEET4; CaroLRoom, MUB.,"7 p.m.
ING: All are welcome. Tuesdays, Room 212,
Hamilton Smith, 12,:40 to 1: 15· p.m.
HEALTf.1 _
..
;A.DULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS: In for- - HOMECOMING PLANNiNG MEETINGS: Open.
rig
mation and £Deetiqg, confirmation: 742-2002, ext. _ t6 anyone interested in planning Homecomi
Week for October 17-22. Tuesdays, Rockingham
512, Thursdays, Conference Room, 2nd floor, Health
Room, MUB, 12:45·to 1:45- p.m.
·
·
Services Building, 1-2 p.m.
BIBLE STUDY: "EXP.LOR INµJESUS i.n the .
AiCOHOLICS ANONYMO US MEETING: Opeff · GOSPELS" video,readi ngs, dis,cus,sion. Reverend ·_
to AA members and anyone who thinks they may · Frederick Perinett, leader. Tuesdays, Catholic
· ·
Student Center, 7 to. 8: 15 p.m.
have a drinking problem. Information : 436-8001.
~ondays and Wednesday s, Conference Room, 2
•{id flo?r, Health Services, noon, ~oJ,J?.·1:1,1h .

speak (photo.by Eric Stites).
KEEFE
Congressman JO£. ,,,..
..

.

~

'

showe~i'co ncern'for the rising
Student Body Presiden t costs of 'a college education.
- '•'Education is absolutdy crit'Wendy Hammond was -disappoinred with Joe Keefe, first ical to the survival of a . strong
district dempcratk congressio n- free expanding economy and it
al candidate , because of his is incre~singl y available ro ·only·
speech at the stu·dent senate those who can afford it," said .
-orientatio n dinner .in the MUB · Keefe.
He also pointed out ,-Bob
·
_
Tuesday night.
·- . According to Hammon·d, in- Srnith'.s voting -record on :e dustead of providing inspiration cation bills in Congress ..
"Bob Smith -was one of 2 5
to .the·. newly-elec ted seflators,
Keefe concentrat ed on his_·own congressm en who voted against
sa.( np~a.ign. ~J1d poli(j~.;J.l oppQ- gb,e Higher J~qµqn~ig)f!r.&cr; T,b_tis
. bill -reauthoriz ed the Guaranteed
nent Bob Smith. _.• . .
, "We were . disc;1ppoin ted," Student Loan program, the Pell
warit.e d Grant prog~am, college wo-r k
.Ha,rnmon d said.'
_ study and state strident loan
education
on
speak
Joe
to have
·, ·
and leadership, bntit turned into progra.ms,'.' said Keefe.
After he _finished talkin•g
a .slam speech on Bob Smith."
However, Keefe di<lsfress the ~out his oppnent, he urged the
impo.rtanc e of education, and student sen.ate to get •tnvolved
how it often goes overlooke d and work together for a better
future.
·
by his ./ Opponent Smith.
"The task ofth-is generation ,
· "Two great failures· of his
(Smith's) incumbenc y; a failure like any generation , is to leave
of leadership and a failure of this country in a better condition
commitm ent to decent affor- than we founcl it," Keefe _said.
dable quality education for all "The student leaders .of today
must become the enlightene d
of our citizens," saidKeefe. .
leadership of romorrow. " .
importhe
Keefe stressed
tance of education but also

By John Robert ·

·:we.

OPEN WEEKEND ·
MENDUM'S LANDI NG

is/aricl-Stl~day, Oct 2nd

Saturday, Oct. ;

Come see this.new community of exerutive ho~e sites!
Waterfront,:waterview and i"nland lots available.
, All sites are over 2 acres. Each owner will enjoy
swimming in crystal clear Mendum' s Pond,
tennis and other recreational facilities.

*DEVELOPER OFFERIN G WEEKEN D INCENTI VES*
Seller will pay up to $5,,000 towards Buyer septic system ·cost·s. (Sales Agree~ent must
be exeruted within one week after Open Weekend and transfer of title to be on or before

December31, 1988.)
Join us for a light lundh

Marketed Exclusively By
LANDM ARK ASSOCIATES
603-749-0055
Take Route 4 West from Lee Traffic Circle. Continue 3½ miles west. Look for signs on the right.

Graduate Study in Engi~eering

DA~TM OUTH CQL'--:EGE .

ir,·

~ngine~rfr;:g,
~tudents with bac_kgrounds
Mathematics, Computer -Science or the'·Physb :il
Sciences -are invited to apply -f or Masters and
Doctoral programs . Fel-lowshi ps cover_ir-1g full
tuitio.n and monthly stipend and available.
A represen tative will be at the Grad,uate & ·
Professional School Information .Fair on October
6, 1988 from 10:00 to 2:00. Contact the Career
Planning & Placemen t Service for further infor·
·
mation.
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_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ SPEAK _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(contin:uea from page 1)
but voicing your opinion means
Sanborn said.
everything.
"How many people think
· Administrators joined with
there is a problem with racism
students for the afternoon, . · on campus?" Spartichino -asked.
agreeing on the need for aware-' · Two students described their
ness and activism: pers.o nal experie,nces with prejSexual assault, physical. abuse _ udice agains,t the black minority .
and abuse of alcohol are result- ' on campus'.
ing-from students·'_lad: o.f re'Tm. disgu;ted with the black
sponsibi)ity according to pean .
situation here," Keith Carpenter
of Students J. Gregg Sanborn
said.
and Conduct Board Director
• Both stude:nts stressed supCindy Garthwaite.
po.r t for the Black Student
"·W e are lucky, as a university,
Union.
that we haven't had an alcoholrelated death," Garthwaite said. .
Kate Fitzgerald spoke on
"You,ate· lucky that you haven't
behalf of homosexuals, calling
lost a friend.
"I encourage you all to be for respect of all people regardactive, and ·to make noise ·u ntil less of their sexual preferen~e.
the administration hears you,"
Student Body Pre.s ident Garthwaite said.
Garthwaite also asked stu- Wendy Hammond and Vice
President Mike Rose asked
dents to be informed, about
what members of the admin- students to determine what was
more important to them: Homeistration they refer to in their
- coming or a rally on October 22
protests.
to make Martin Luther King's
"Know just who 'the .administration' is, arid find out who ·. birthday a recognized holiday.
can answe_r your questions," · "I think it is ignorant and old
that New Hampshire doesn't
,
Garthwaite said.
"This has to do with human recognize that day," Hammond
·
dignity, with taking responsi- said.
The Hammond and Rose
bilty for one another, and with
respecting each other," Sanborn contribution . to activism on
campus includes developing a
·
said.
."Being here at_two in· the sister-school program with the
II?,orning shows how· this cam- University of El Salvador, and
pus can be transformed _from bringing ReverendJesseJackson
a vibrant place like it is today, and Senator Joseph Biden to the
into an J lll~ealthy climate," • universitv

· As· Preside.nt:Gord:oa. Haa:-· .
· land was walking out of his
office in Thompson Hall, Hammond called out to him to :
·
address the crowd.
"It is vital for you to feel this ··
is your place," President Haa..1and said. "YOU can do some. .
thing."
Registering to vote was another focus, as speakers tried to
proqiote student involvement
in university, state, and national
affairs.
''Ten thousand of us can make
a difference," Tim Silk said.
"Get down to the town hall with
· your birth certificate and register to vote."

"With 50-odd horses and 600
people, many of whom haven't
been around the animals, there
is a ~~finite potential for problems.
The plant science department
and· farm · se rvices would be
affected as well, according to
Condon. "All of the horticulture
section would have to be fenced
in, and Farm Services would
have to fence off machinery."
"The university would also
have to put up a barrier along
the railroad tracks to keep
people from cutting through
there," Condon said..
Condon stressed the fact that
the administration carried out
their st1.Jdies without first con~
suiting the different depart·
ments.
·"Nobody ever sa.t down with
us and said 'what are the effects •
we ·
and how canCon. of this action everyone,'"
accommodate
don said. "They know if they
call me or Dean Fairchild (life
sciences a-nd a_gtic_u lture) or
Prof~S$Or Rogers (chair of Plant

Students were not complaining about the lack of housing,
but were complaining about the
solutions the administration has
proposed to solve the shortage.
The present p~oposal would
replace ·the current crosscountry equestrian trail_s with
dormitory complexes and a
parking lot. .
"Abuse of the land is· the real
issue," Jen said. "We have to
think about not how things
affect us, but how they affect
the environment."
. "Remember," Spartichino
said, "if you give away your
rights, you have to take what
they are dealing out."

WATERCOLOR PAINTING COURSE:
Let UNH' s Division of Continuing Education
find the artist in you. 'Introduction to Watercolor
Painting', a course currently being offered, teaches
the basics of composition, color, and light. Classes
will be held on Tues·days, October 4 through
November 22 from 7 to9:30 p.m.. To register contact
the UNH Division of Continuing Education at (603)
862-2015.
MIDWIFING LESSONS:
· "Midwifing Traditions: Lessons from a Native
American Woman's Health Care Project," a lecture
by Katsi Cook will open the University of New
Hampshire's Saul O Sidore Lecture Series on October
4 at 8:00 p.m. in the Strafford Room of the UNH
Memorial Union Building. All lectures in the
yearlong series are free and open to the public and
will be translated for_the hearing impaired.

chairperson," said · Polak. ·"I
wasn't sure of these problems
until tonight. I'm going to· make
the ne.w hous-ing committee
aware of the problems of the
community." , . .
Student Senator Jill Conrad
added that she hopes that,
"Through open communi~ation
and negotions on both sides, the
university will learn how· to
operate more successfully with
these problems.-"

EIDCISE
EXERCISE AND HEALTH:
. ... y 9u don't think about brushing your teeth "~
morning and night. You ·shouldn't ha.v eto think
about exercising either," says Robert Kertzer, an
exercise physiologist and UNHprofessor of physical
education. As pai"t of the university's Faculty Lecture
, Series, Ketzer will discuss how regular exercise
can help prevent the onset of disease. His
. presentatiop, "Exercise and Health : An Ounce
of Prevention," will be held Tuesday, October 4, ·
7:30 P:m. at the EUiot Alumni Center.

"There's something about the
character of a univ,ersity that's
important, " Condon said.
"There is a certain character to
UNH which makes it different
than driving into Boston University, if you know ~hat I
mean~ -Part of that character is
the reservoir area."
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St• rting at

From BOS TON

LONDON
PARIS
ROME
CARACAS
ST. THOMAS
SYDNEY .

398
488
· 598
409
. 349

1028

T•,ces not included.
ALSO: Work - Study AbrOMI. L•ngu•g•
Courses . Int'/ Student ID. Youth
Hoste/ P•sses
EURA IL Pass11s issu«I on the spot.1
Cail for the FREE CIEE Student
Tr•v•l ·C•t•log !
BOSTON

729 Boylston St.

~::~~~S~~l/9.

AMHERST
79 So. Pleasant St .

.
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• Floppy Disks
• FAX Service
• Resumes
• Collating & Binding

.

SEMINARS

413-256-1261

INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR:
"The U.S. and International Security, in Latin
America: Police Training Programs," will be
discussed at "the New Hampshire International
Seminar to be held at 4 p.m., October 7 at the Elliot
Alumni Center. Martha Huggins of Union College
will present a seminar paper as the series attempts
to bring together university faculty, students, and
the public to discuss fore ign affairs. For .more
information on the seminar series, or to receive
advance copies of seminar papers, contact the
university's Center for International Perspectives

• Laser Typesetting
• Instant Pas.5port Photos
• Stationery &
Office Supplies

kinko•s·

the copy center

51 Main Street, Durham

617-266-1926

617-497-1497

MEN'S AEROBICS:
Robert Ottis, founder of "Real Men Do Aerobics",
will be presenting an hour long masterclass at
Greenleaf Woods facility in Portsmouth N.H., Friday
October 7 at 6 p.m .. .The class, sponsored by SANTE
· (Seacoast Aerobic Network For Training and
Education) and Greenleaf Woods is $10.00 and. is
open to the public. Sign-up by calling SANTE, 7420866, or Greenleaf Woods, 436-6664, or register
at the door.

·

.

Copies
DON'T .WA I T ! .BOOK NOW FOR
THE HOL IDAYSRIound

GRAPHICS ART COURSE:
. A publication design course is presently being
offered by the University of New Hampshire's
Division of Continuing Education. The class will
, be held on Saturday, October 8 from 9 a.m. to 4
.p.m .. To ·register call the UNH Division of Education
at (603) 862-2015.
GRAPHICS ART COURSE:
'Design and Visual Communication' is a course
currently provided by UNH' s Division of Continuing
Education. Classes will be held Thursdays, October
6 through November 10 from 7 to 9 p.in.. To register
contact the UNH Division of Continuing Education
·
a! (603) 862-2015.·

DORMS
(continued from page 1)
Sciences), we'll object, so they
-ignored us."
"The pe.o ple outside of the
UNH system--parents, public
and the students--have more
influence over _the .administra·t ion than ' we (faculty) do,"
Condon said. "The people inaking these types of decisions have
to know that there's hundreds
of people who care.
Haaland didn't bother to stop
the process., There's no reason
he should stop it unless he hears
one hell of an outcry from the
_
public."
Student senator Karen Polak,
the newly appointed chair of
reside.n tial programs and housing committee, stated that the
student s·e nate was also never
informed of the plans.
"I didn't know until I became

:coUBSES'

868~6322

a t (603) 862-2398.
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~rrors, b_uc will reprint that part of an advertisment in which a typographical
c::, ror ·appears , if notified immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes
·c" The New Hampshire, l~l MUB, UNH, Durham , NH 03824, 8,000 copies primed
·
'
per issue by }ournal'Trihune, Biddeford, Maine.
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THEATER& D\NCE

in str~rtgth.ening our ·ability to to ha vi-sexual •intercourse a·s -; ~g~lations, prohibiting sex~al -,
respond fir:_mly, fairly, and force- a result of threats, physical offenses have. b~~n violated, the
. .
/f,, ' •
•. <•: "'" ~ • '.,- -~-\
:• ••'
·fu:lly to incidents of sexual restraint, or physical violence:" campus will pu:r's ue strong dis:, Durham· .
·Jol\nsbn 'Ipeat~t, .~ · , . Paul -Creative Arts Cet1ter· ·
New Hampshire state law ciplinary action through its own
ass_ault. Our policies and procedures are clearer, our judicial defines rape as "non-con~ensual ·, channels. This"discipline in- ·
•,
..
system is more responsive~ and sexual intercourse that can occur eludes the possibility of suspen-,,- · ·.:'1, r
: - ii''
our education programs are ·.under a varir=tyof circumstances . .a' Sion or dismissal from ' the
Book: Otto~~rbach & ,
.' ---~ -( \ :
,,
, ,
Most often~ -rape involves the - university.
more extensive.
Fr~k ~1an~~1 ._~
- . . . .i.:~ ~
·'
"A student charg' ed with a · - , .' 'Our goals are to create a use of threat of force, violence,·
Youmans
Music:
-~
·
• ~·
·.
ff
Irving Caesar &
Q Lyrics: Vmcent
~
campus climate free from sexual or imr:ne.dia~e and unlawful sexual o ense can be_pros~c~ted
~ > · Otto Harbach
~~
ass.a.ult and to provide-support bodily injµr.y. Rape also occurs under New Hampshirecnmmal
Directio~: Carol Lucha-Burns
an:d encouragement to yi~tims. . . when t}ie victit:n is incapable of statutes and disciplined.un-cfer
Choreography: Gay Nardone
of·assault. I remain committed giving legal consent because she the campus cpde of student
Vocaldirection: Kathleen Spillane
tp: these efforts and goals and is 17 o:r younger, or the victim conduct. Even:if the criminal
Music direction: Chri5t0Pher Leavy :
en~ourage all faculty, staff, and is' prevented from resisdng by justice authod(ies c:hoose not
Sept. 30 & Oct. 1 at 8:00 P.M.
students to participate in the the use of alcohol or drugs," to prosecute, the campus can
. Oct. 5 at 1?:30 A.M. ~ 7:00 P.M.
pursye d~s~iplinary acti<_>~-"
ep.ucation programs that will according to the pamphlet.
'· Oct. 6 at, 7.oo ~.M.
As far as judicial action goes, __ , In add1t1on t0 t~e poltc1es, the
bet)ffere,d this year."
7 8
Oct. & at s.oo P.M.
·: The pamphlet ddine~ ac- the pamphlet reads as follows: pamphlet contatns a page of
$7.50
General:
and
men
both
quaintance rape as · "s·e xual "The UNH campus will not suggestions for
UNH students, employees, alumni,
infercourse undertaken by a tolerate se·xual assault in any women on how to avoid circumand seniors: $6.00
·Dinner
f_tiend or acquaintance without form, ._iQ.duding acquaintance stances which might lead to
Theater Package at the _New
England €enter Restaurant
c·o nsent. Acquaintance rape· rape. Where. there is probable rape.
Reservations: (603) 862-2290
occurs when a person is forced -cause to believe that the cam us
~- .
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Town"
Serving Food & Drink
Monday - Saturday

11 AM · 11:30 PM

(603) 431:1851

Fltst Choice on .Campus ·since 1979
T-Shirts

The Stockpot Restaurant, in downtown Portsm.01iJ,th, would like to announce that we will be
' donating 5% ·of our daytime food sales(ll:00am5:00pm) from Sept. 19·through Oct. 15 to the N.H.
Hunger Fund. -

• Hooded Pullovers • Totes • Baseball Caps
• Sweatshirts • Golf Shirts • Aprons • Custom Designs
Plus Hundreds of Specialty Advertising Items
•

f: ,Hanes

In-House Art Dept.

"

CHEAP EATS for a good cause

so31431-s319

Autumn Pond Park. Route IO I. Greenland. NH 03840 ,

~~

\¾ r;oJfle,

f

$60.Q0 off of 18K

TIN 1

PALACE

$40.00 Off Of 14K

$20.00 off Of 10K

§.

ONE WEEK ONLY
.•,,11! 'liii! 111111!!!liill·1111111m1111111m iili!i, ..

TACO
Crisp corn tortillas _topped with Monterey Jack ·Chee~.
onions,'-tomatoes & lettuce, setved with rice and beans
(two) ~~95
(o. .) 2~95
Beef - Chicken - ChUi

,,;;!i~liiillffil~il

.

ENCHILADA

"ll~1iffl~l ili l l l l~~l~ i1:1:1:·1~
pol

Q

.

Com tortillas topped with salsa, melted cheese, served with
· rice and beans
(two) 3.95
(oae) 2.95
B,ef - ,Chicken - Chili

'p•~ _.

11

1111111111
I

\<:~\. '
·-.-

BURRl10
Flour tortilla rolled & topped witb salsa, melted cheese, sour
.c ream, served with rice and beans
Beef - Chicken - Chili or Veggie (one) 3.9·5 (two) 4.95

· rosTADOS

CHIMICHANGA
A deep fried flour tortill~ ftlled with simmered beef or chicken. Topped with melted
cheese and so~u cream, served with rice
. 4.35
' ·
and beant.

FAJITAS
Flour torillas rolled & ftUed with marinated
chicken, lettuce, tomatoes, grilled onions
& green peppef$. Topped with guacamole
and melted cheese - served with rice and
beans

3.95

~

Savoy Truffle

... . ·.,;.;.··--~··___;.::ia,,;;=...:

· ••·•••·:"•··--

jjill

C~ (lj . l~ J

-=-. pee the full selecti'on of Jq'i tensrings on displa/ in your college
bookstore. And see your .Jc~stens repr'?sentative at:
Tinw: _12-4 p.m.

Date:
Town & Campus

Pb('L':

· (two) 4~95
,t

Enjoy

!:

:

A «.risp fried tortilla filled with lettuce,
tomatoes, b~ns, cheese- - Topped with
guacamole & S()Ur cream_:__
4.35
··Beef - Chicken ~' Chili

(oae)

··1·

.iii!!',

once yom parents have 'left.

,,,. _
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'\:Jnoar louge· : Monday Oct.3, 8:30pm
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'

WELCOM E .PARENT S.

-'.

Come ·visit the .University Bookstore and recieve,
.

'

FREE ·PLANT
OPEN SATURDAY 10:00 am to 5:00 pm
a

All textbooks are discounted off list price
*GENERAL READING BOOKS DISCOUNTED
OFF tIST PRICE
-NY Times bestsellers
-Ex.tensive selection of academic reference books
-General interest books
-Extensive selection of children's books
-Sale books starting at $1.00 ·

*UNIVERSITY-OF NEW HAMPSHIRE GIFT ITEMS
-Sweatshlrts
· -T-Shirts
-Shorts
-Glassware
-Bumper stickers
-Car decals -

Hewitt Hall
862-2140

* COMPLETE LINE OF SCHOOL AND OFFICE SUPPLIES

Monday through Thursday
8:30 am - 6:00 pm
Friday
~:30 am - S:00 pm

* GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE

* SPECIAL ORDERS

Saturday
- 8:30 ·am - 4:00

pm

Extended hours during the
first two weeks of classes

The University Book Store

A Service of
Barnes and Noble

As the acknowledged world leader in eomputer
enhancements, Western Digital sees the future as an
array of unlimited options.• Business opportunities
for us. Professional possibilities for you. In fact, •
when we see potential, we go after it. That's our
·
style. .
By leveraging our strengths--superior applications
knowledge, broad integration capability, rapid
design, swift product turnarounds, and second-tonone customer service-we've built an organization
that's·more than stable. We're. a multinational forc!e.
As a global presence, we're constantly expanding.
Adding. And exploring. That means instant involvement for you. As well as no1,1-stop challenge in an
area of your choice. The options are as diverse as
our vast product line, including semi-conductor
devices, integrated disk drives, video and communication controllers and single board comput~ products. And as exciting as our two, innovative
subsidiaries:
Faraday Electronics echoes Western Digital's technologieal style with logic devices and chip sets that
support computer Central ·Processing Units (CPJ.Js).
In this systems and solutions-oriented envir:onment,
you'll be at the eei:iter of future progress. At Paradise
Systems Inc. your future looks better because we ·
· produce devices and boards that bring greater c:ontrol ·
and clarity to computer display screens. If Paradise
. is your choice, a colorful, full-focus future will be
·
the .r eward.

On Campus
Interviews
October 4
For Mechanical Engineers

In concert, Wes tern Digital and its subsidiaries
present a future for those who want substance, as
well as style. To be a part of Western Digital's future, please come by ar1d see us at Career Day oil
October 4. Or, if we miss you, please s~d your
_
resume to: Western Digital Corporation, Bill
Warwick, Manager; University Relations & Placement,-17900 Von~Karman, Irvine, CA 92714. we ·
are· an equal opportunity e~ployer.

WESTERN QlGITAL
Gr.owing with you.
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, Starting this semester .
.

':.

.

.
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~

'

Zenith_Data,Systems -:
.·introduces
. a course everyone's ·taking . .. ··
·-

-

· 21-•nw Jdata .- - ,
~

-

systems, -

THE 0UALIT¥ GOES IN BEFOAE THE NA_ME GOES ON·
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,..Acceleratea,
.

•

.

Enter college going in the right direction with one ofthe new computers from Zenith

•
SCHOOL

. EASY . STREET

ZONE

'

I

t's a brand new course. Zenith announces a smooth
road ahead in college with new personal computers
available for fall 1988.
Just off the fast track, these sleek, small and
sophistica~d rollers are built with the college student in
mind for today and the (utul'e professional tomorrow.
One look at the syllabus and.,you 111 see ~by.thi~ new
class is so popular. The !!~meeter starts off in high gear
with an introduction to the new road scholars: the Zenith
Super Sports & LIMITED EDITION Super Sport.
These rugged on-road, off-road portables really show
their stuff even under the worst driving conditio_ns. And
without being gas guzzlers. With "intelligent power
management", power is rationed to subsystems for
maximum battery operation. Giving you great mileage.
Whether you choose the LIMITED EDITION model
with an internal 1200 baud modem or the Super Sport
with RAM option of 1.64MB with EMS, even the most
advanced course is clocked in record time.
Setting the curve in its class is the new Zenith Z-286
· desktop PC. This high speed racer runs at 8MHz with
zero wait states, is AT compatible and can move up to MS
08/2 technology in the future. And talk about roomy. The
Z-286 comes complete with 1MB RAM with expanded leg
room capabilities - to 6MB - without using an expansion
slot. Plus a single 3.5" 1.44MB media sens_ing floppy drive
lets you "read and write" 720K disks.
It's an accelerated course. The new class of computers
from Zenith put you on the fast track in college and get
you going in the right direction.

SPEED

..-

LIMIT

• Serial port
• Parallel port
• RGB port
• 5.1/4" floppy interface

~MHz

• M~-DOS included
• Rechargeable-detachable
battey included

,

SU?E~S;:JQ;:i, ·-

• 80C88 8-4.77MHz
•640KRAM
• Internal 1200 baud modem
• 10.5" diagonal LCD
super twist screen

Limited Edition
Portable Computer

• Model ZWL-184-HR
1 720K floppy drive
1 20rrig hard disk

$1799

·(HIGH-SPEED ZONE]

i

Z-286 LP
Personal Computer
System_
•,80286 processor
• 8MHz, 0 waif states

UP-GRADE

]
SC ,?E;tS;:JQ;:,-, ·-

• 1MB RAM expandable to
6MB on system boar~ ·

Portable Computer

• 11.4MB 3.5" floppy drive
• 40MB hard disk

• 1. parallel

port

• 1 EGA + video

• RAM opbon 1.64MB with EMS .
• Numeric keypad port
• Expansion chassis·connector
• Internal 1200 baud modem not

• 101 key keyboard
• MS-DOS 1 included
• Microsoft 1 Windows
included

• Amberorwhite
page monitor

$2299

•ZVM 1390color
monitor

$2499

w

included

• Dual floppy

• F.T.M. color
monitor

$2599

iiJ

Same as the Super Sport LIMITED
EDITION model except-

• 2 serial ports

$1299 ·

7

• With 20mg.
hard drive

$1999

,.,,.I data
systems
THE QUALITY GOES IN BEFOAE THE NAME GOES ON'

For more inf~rmation about Zenith's full range of computers from the 8088 desktops, 286 desktops & portables, 386 desktops & portables contact:
.

.

ZDS Student Representatives, Warner Jones, 868-5910 or Brian Martineau, 862-7048.

1"~
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Editorial
Halfway ther e
It's safe to say yesterday's speak out was
a success. Nearly 300 people took at least
o n e m inute out of t h eir t ime to find out
wh at was h appening on the T-H all lawn.
If you stopped, you we re g ive n a unique
opportunity to share your fellow students'
_
grievances and insights.
For nea rly two hours, people ·exercised
their right to fr~e speech, spouting off oh
everything froin general education classes
to the United State's obligation in global
afffl,ir5-..,- It was an,ihvigoratin g and inspiring
session, sparking reactions from .a normally
tame student body.
The most disturbing issues dealt with
the rights of individuals; the right to walk
throughout the campus without fearing
every stranger; the right to be treated
equal1y regardless of color, sexual preference
?r nationality; the r~ght to be respected
0

by your peers. It is sad. to see how far in
the pas t UNH still is. The false comfort
bf these iso lating attitudes we hold is a
t hreat t o both student unity and human
compassion. Hopefully, with the help of
events like the speak out, we can open up
our closed minds - and closed h earts - to
help lift each other up rather than put each
other down.
Another factor stressed was the impact
of achieving a united student body. Clearly
no singJe leader or orga_n ization has enough
power on change this campus on their own.
Splintered over the years, we have let
ourselves be treated with disrespect, and
even worse, disregard. Examples just from
· this past month revea! how stude.n ts are
blatently ignored by Gordon Haaland.
We've had a late fee for tuition, obviously
passed on the sly.over the summer, slapped
. in our face . We've been "informed" of a

new dormitory proposal,,, already in its final
· stages, which could have a tremendous
impact on UNH wildlife as well -·as destroying -a popular equestrian cross country .
run. And, on top of all this, we may have
a portion of our own student union building
to Barnes & Noble against
auctio ned
our wishes,.a prospect which should never
have been considered in the first place.
All these issues and more surfaced during
the speak out. It was a healthy purging of
fru~tration s which wete building among
us all, and / in that respect, it was a
breakthrough . But it is not enough.
There must be action behind the words.
It is not enough to sit back, saying "Well,
I ~went to the speak out and got involved."
It takes more -than that to be heard and it
takes more than that to get results.
There are no short cuts.

off

Class

difference between st1J.dying in the on to the library, it should concen·
d T h 11 trate on solving the existing probh
f
·
was pissed over your "Mommies
- a
twenty our our room an
and Daddies" corilment. If you think
lawn at 7:00 in the morning is that lem·s in the library: · Sincerely,
d
here
us
"send"
just
parents
T
our
that
Editor,
the
o
To the Editor:
I on't get my buttocks' wet.
as if UNH were some kind of
Christopher P. Estes
So, before UNH starts adding
While I strongly agree with Prof. ·• I am writing in regard to the
Michael Ferber's premise concern- rnsane and unsuitable conditions· summer camp, then you'd better . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • - - - - - - - ing Vietnam draft dodgers, there in which I am forced to have my check yourself. We (the students
is a contradiction in his statement Psychology class. Room I 04 in Fette ·of UNH) work as hard as possible
Hall is located at the corner of the to raise the money for schoal as well
which troubles me.
"We didn't duck it or try to get building, with a busy street on on as take out thousands of dollars in
out, of it. Often we didn't take. a way side and a trash incinerator on the loans, all which will have to be pa.ict
· JOANNE MARINO, Editor-in-Chief
other. As I sit in clas~ and attempt · back by us upon graduation. The
.
out," he says.
and
children
raise
to
.
decision
with
bombarded
am
I
notes
take
to
this
that
Prdf. Ferber is implying
Managing·Editor KRISTIAN NE SUDOL, Managing Editor
position is, morally superior to that / traffic noises, .train whistles, and support yourself through college ROBERT C. DURLING,
News Editor
choice,
your
Editor
of
News
was
time
FLYNN,
same
the
SUSAN
at
I PAMELA DEKONING,
of the young men who_ did try to the grinding sound of large dump
·
MICHAEL C. STINSON, Sports Editor
trucks a~ they pass by on the was not ours. ·
RICHARD D'AVOLIO, $portsEditor
escape military service.
There's no need to take out your
ERIC STITES, Photo Editor
SHARON DONOVAN, Photo Editor
Twenty years after the high point to the incinerator. This noise
ofthe Vietnam War,-rhere has been pollution causes the Professor to personar problems and dilemmas
ELIZABETH J. MORAHAN, Arts Editor GAIL ROBERTSON, Forum Editor
a radical shift i·n attitude toward visibly tense and often she is forced o·n the UNH population. Your not ·SCOTT MILLER, Business Manager
those who did serve and the~ ocially to scream over the racket in order the only poor soul who has had a
MACNEILL, Advertising Manager
DEB
acceptable viewpoint is sympathy . to be heard. Occasionally the Pro- parking permit _stolen, so suck it
Jen Purdy
Ashley Logan
for these young citizens who were fessor must stop lecturing entirely up and be smart enough to lock you_
Advertising Associates
Alvsoh Sant;>orn
Bryan Lyons
car doors next time!!!
Debb•ie Donohoe
until the noise subsides. A college
deceived by their government.
Erika Schwabb
MacDonald
Dan
Parke Madden
Scott VanderSea
Tim Thornton
Suzy McDermott
_ In 1970, as I was graduating from Professor, with a Phd should not
Sarah Minnoch
Van Lokeren ,
Jill
Moulton
Elizabeth
·
Student
Perturbed
Asst Business Mgr.
high school, the climate was far have to teach in such a poor
·Kristen Waelde
Sacey Murgo
Linda Rodgers
Wardman
Kelli
,
Nash
ML
different. We felt then that eighteen environment. It is unfortunate that
Clrculatlon Mgr.
Amanda Waterfield
Kristin O'Connell
Steve Greason
was old enough to understand the for the amount of money I pay to
Yanco
Jennifer
Paige
Hilary
Asst Circulation Mgr.
Art.s Reporters
Craig Parker
is~ues of the day, have a clear sense attend UNH, I can only hear half
·
Greg Pariseau
Clark
Lauren
Pratt
Jody
Graphic Managers
of right and wrong, and not be of what is being said ina classroom;
Ric Dube
Al Pratt
Lisa Hamel
Brendan Gleeson ~
Colleen Sebastian
duped by our government. To most and that my concentration is con- To the Editor:
Bess ·Franzosa
Karen Hall
Mark Schenkel
Graphic Assistants
of us, the immorality of this war timially broken due to background
Santroord
Van
Kris
Jonsson
Patrik
University
the
that
read
just
I
B'eth Brogna
moved
be
class
this
propose
I
noise.
Stephanie Zuniga
Arthur Lizie
was clear.
Rebecca Crepeau
library.
the
expanding
6f
thinking
is
Assistant
MacMillan
Jodi
Production
a
in
Danenbarger
located
Winnie
Our heroes in 1970 were not to another dassroom
.
Kristen Waelde
Marc Mamigonian
Very good. 'Renovations are in the
Deanna Ford
Michelle Mcsweeney
Staff Reporter
those who bravely submitted to the more suitable learning environ- plan too. Twice as good. Why?
Harper Ingram
. Jay Kumar
Sports Reporters
Lorri.Leighton
draft despite a conviction that the ment. The best use for room 104 Because the existing problems in
Mark Babcock
News Reporters
Jenn:ifer Long
Kevin Connelly
David Agular
war· was wrong. Our heroes were . in Pettee Hall i's storage, the sooner the facility are too large and should
Tucker Sheffer
Bartlett
Chris
Doneski
Jami
off
better
the
Editor
Brief
News
implemented
is
that
" those who sat out the war in prison
BergE!r
Alex
John Dubois
be top priority. Some students say
David.P. Dow
Sue Brosniali
. G.H. Elder or in Canada. These are the young all UNH students will be.
·
Editor
On-the-Spot
Ward D. Fraser
lshi Burdett
'
Kelly Whiteman
Kathleen Warde that the library's rug should be
people who had the !,:ourage to
Peggy Busby
Rob Heenan
replaced. "It's too distracting,"
Debbie Hopkins
in
war
Calabria
this
to
Caryl
Chuck Mccue
contribute
to
refuse
Calendar Editor
corriment some of the rug's striped
Russell Pabst
J.
Carroll
Rebecca
Lalibe,rte
Karen
any way and who can say with a dear
.
Matt Combs
Cartoonists
~- pattern. "Turn it off!" My pet peeve
Photographers
Michael F. Dowe
Angelique Davi
conscience that they bear no responBoros
Alex
however, concerns the twenty four
Robert Durling
Gina DiGregorio
Jennifer Bowes
sibility for the deaths of two million To the Editor: ,
John Hirtle
Julie Douglas
hour study rooms. ·
~ill Brady
Favalaro
Thea
Kurt Krebs
Vietnamese.
Christine Butterworth
Dear Carole,
The twenty four hour study rooin,
Qick Sawyer
Prescott Faulkner
Anthony Cafaro
Michael Ferber has decided to
Ferreirra
Amy
Supervisor
Technical
convecoffee!
the
very
is
Wake ,u p and smell
located off floor A,
Barbara Clay
Curtis Graves
Leah Orton
seek bonds with those who went The days of leaving the car unlocked nient, but it has its drawbacks.
Chris Doubek
Hamilton
Karen
·
Editor
Copy
Christopher Estes .
to war. As one of many Americans
Ellen Harris
Curtis Graves
without fear of vandalism or theft Namely, it's too damn cold. I ·study
Tim Farr
Evan Henschel
Karen Hamilton
who must live with the consequenAn;, Marie Gagnon
out long ago. If you can't accept there three or four times a week,
went
Mark Holthoff
Typists & Copy Readers
•
Gamache
Chris
prefer
I
day,
every
war
ces of this
Jean
Caryl Calabria
Wendy
closed,
is
unlocked
car
library
the
leave
of.the
rest
then
the
this fact
when
Leah Gendler
Tom Joseph
Leslie Cota
~ to establish bonds with those who,
Tim Golden
again and maybe your thoughts will and almost have to wear my ski
Kelley
Elizabeth Crossley
Rich
Greenway
Sadie
, at considerable cost _to themselves, change.
Rachel Levine
Michelle Kirsenbaum
·
parka. Four walls and a roof are not
Deborah Hopkins
Lynn Mezzano
Steve Loos
· did not go to war.
Kelemen
Emily
I'm sure I wasn't the 0nly one who enough. We need heat! The only
Sarah Minoch
Christine O'Connor
Ron it Larone
Margaret Copeley
Carol Mooney •Renee Lin doe
Department of German
\
Marianne Moore
n-,,,;,-1 ()lc,.nn

Vietnam

The New Hampshire

Library
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University·Forum
Chemical ·heroes

./

y;~ ~ coaM

By· Chris_Pollet
Once there ·was a m~n who stood five feet eleven
he is just the most popular crirniri~l. Seven other
Olympians have tested positive as using anabolic
inches tall and weighed 200 pounds. He loved
steroids to enhance performance: Two Bulgarian
to play the game of baseball and people told him
weightlifters, as Johnson,. were disqualified and
he was quite good. Once while he was at bat,
stripped of their prized gold medals. The judge
he almost hit the baseball entirely out of Y a.nkee
Stadium, a feat even the non-:baseball fan would .and jury in this case was the lnternationa! Olympjc
Committee(IOC), but ·in penalizing these athletes
have to admire. During his prime,.few rnuld match
they are doing so to a product of the sports world's
his skill at the bat or his popularity with the
fans. Never before, nor since, have so many young
ever increasing goals.
How fast can athletes run? How far can they
bGys with dreams of playing baseball in the major
leagues idolized one man. His name fits in the
throw? How much can they lift?
As competitors, we expect a great deal from
same breath as hot dogs, baseball and apple pie.
But what few people realize -is that Mickey , ourselves. Satisfaction doesn't stop at doing
something well, it goes straight to the "best".
Mantle played his entire 18 major leagu.e career
with one leg. The other leg had a knee that most
As viewers and fans, we expect near perfection
people would have had a difficult time _walking
from_our heroes. As technology and medicine
on. Despite this, Mickey Mantle posted lifetime
improves, we nearly beg our heroes to go to these
synthetic performance enhancers for improved
statistics that could just about match anyone's.
performance. They must run faster, lift more
The rnan had guts.
weight, br jump higher. Perfection is the final
There is a man today who sports a compai:;able
goal, ethics and morals aside and definitely not
Adoni-s-like build. His expl0its have been on
the track and not the baseball field but he still
only in sports.
A human being can only stand so much. Ben
has command~d the respect of millions. And
like Mantle, he had an injury 'which nearly crippled Johnsqri and the other Olympians were caught
him and almost didn't allow him to perform. · past that point: We as sports enthusiasts have
nearly forgotten about those unwritten "sports
The only difference is Ben Johnson took the easy
ethics" which really are so much more than
way out and took steroids to make him competdealing with sports.
itive. No, not even competitive, he took steroids
and made himself the best.
·
I do feel sorry for Ben Johnson
he is a victim
Ben Johrtson has let us down, a common known
of all of our <;lrives and desires_ for achievement.
fact by now . . Bur why, many of us ask. To
I am grateful I can look at Mickey Mantle and
understand Johnson's mistake, we must look
a simpler day and still admire his accomplishfirst at sports and 1.n reality, ourselves.
ments. He was (ust a man and for that reason,
a hero. Back then that was all that mattered.
Johnson does not stand alone at his sentencing,

for

fuv~.
$ufmut;W;~

A note/frODl ·Karl
I am deeply concerned about the apparent
disregard for property and welfare of the people
in line at my lunch truck. From now on_if there
is damage to my .property or person in the area,
I will be forced to take action.
Please be patient and orderly and I will be able
., to perform my service with greater ease.
.
If there is a problem in the area that you are\ware
of please bring it to my attention. It will be greatly
appreciated.

Karl is a local food cult vendor.

Chris Pollet is a graduate-student in Education.

Quayle
To the Editor:
Who is Dan Quay"le? The uproar
over his use of family influence .to
avoid military service in Vietnam
is obscuring other defects in hi~
background.
,
Quayle's close friends and family
acknowledge his glaring lack of
intellectual ability. Theodore Bendall, Quayle family attorney recently
said that if there was one .thing he
could change about the Indiana
senator it would be to "increase his
IQ. He is not an intellect." Quayle's
father freely admits that 'his soq's
main interest in school was "broads
and booze."
Dan Quayle's mediocre academic
standing in high school apparently .
prevented .his from applying to
major universities. Instead he went
to litte DePauw University' where
his grandfather was a memeber of
the, board of trustees and a major
contributor.
In college Quayle had a reputation
for being a poor student, frequently
drinking to excess, and dating many
-women. A former ,professor says
Quayle received mostly Cs and he
got a D in at least one course in his
major, ,political science. His good
looks and nonintellectual image led
some classmates to nickname him
derisively as "face man."
Clark Adams, a former classmate,
said ' 'H~ was !)Ot a guy to take
position on anything except who
his date was on Friday night and
where to get drunk on Saturday
night." Another classmate, Joseph
Wirt, said Dan Quayle majored in
"girls, golf and alcohol" at DePauw.
Quayle'.s college record was so ·

spotty .that a furor erupted in 1982
Voters have an ~pportunity to , ity of students make practical sense.
when the college announced it . beat Bush and bag Quayle in No- Yet our brains tend to carry things
would awar,d an honorary doctor . vember. Dan Quayle is another too far and ~urn life into fragments.
of laws degree to Quayle. The faculty
example of the intellectually bank- The UNH Mentor program is an
secretly voted 32-24 against awardrupt yuppie scum the country club a1tempt to connect students with
ing the degree.
Republicans are trying to foist on faculty. An important attempt for
Despite Quayle's assertion last
the American public as a poor the survival of humankind depends
week that "I was interested in
excuse for leadership. The voters on seeing that all life is connected. ·
joining the National Guard because
can see through their goody-two- The seeing is more than just an idea.
it enabled me to go to law school
shoes facade and trite cliches.
It is like the seeing of the beauty
right away. He did not meet .the
Jim Senyszyn · and wholeness of the ear.th expeacademic requirements of Indiana
rienced by the astronauts as they
University's law school. "They
first viewed it from space. •
wouldn't take him in," his father,
James P. Barrett
James Quayle told the Washington
Department of Forest Resources·
Post. A year later, "Somehow he .
got in, fie talked his way in" and
attended night school,James Quayle To the Editor:
said.
The word community can be
Although Quayle said that he looked at from many points of view.
sought · to bypass the military We at UNH could look at ourselves
because of his intense interest in - as a community of scholars, or as To the Editor:
Since we of Red Cross Blood
becoming a lawyer, there is no · separate communities of faculty,
. evidence that he accomplished staff, and sn~dents. We could look Services are to celebrate your return
anything substantial as an attorney. . at a community as a group of people to us, your lovable Wildcat himself
Quayfe's friends in the legal pro- . working in a certain descipline or will be with us- who is better to
fession cannot remember any cases in a certain buildif).g. There are represent all "our cats" at our
that he handled. Almost immediate- many other ways to define a co.m- opening blood drive for the year
ahead! With you also will be student
ly after opening his law practice, munity.
•
•
In a deeper sense, a g.ood com- groups from all campus segments
Quayle told his father he wanted
to do something else and became
munity is not defined by disciplines who ,will greet you to make your
. assistant publisher of his father's or groups of people in buildings, first visit a pleasure! Among them
newspaper.
but rather,'how we view ourselves, will be our. Hockey Heroes and
· His grandfather, Eugene Pullian, the world, and the people around •. Cheerleaders to add a bit of spice!
. Before l go into ari idea I have
who headed the most powerful us. A good community depends on
newspaper empire in Indiana was each of. us having good relationships for this year·, I wish to stress again
famous for blatantly mixing right with nature and people. Community that you cannot get AIDS from
wing politics and newspaper jour- originates in each of and extends giving. All needles used are sterile
nalism with impunity. Quayle's outward. Actually it extends to the on arrival and used only once- at
father,James Q_µayle was a member whole earth .lnd to the whole of the site, the used.needles are kept
of the ultraconservative John Birch humanity with strongest influence in a ·safety container and are incinerated at Manchester BospitaLthe
Society in the 1960's.
on those nearest each of us.
The financial and edit5rial backOther definitions of community following day. R ed Cross must
) ng of his father got Quayle elected might be worthwhile as long as we protect you as well as the recipient
to the House ind976. With the do not lose sight of the deeper and to make our program V(Ork. This
strong backing of his uncle's In - · broaderview-theviewofwholeness safety regarding any health problem,
dianapolis newspapers he bacame of humanity. Certainly the com- has existed before AIDS ever
a U.S. sen~tor in ~980.
munity of faculty and the commun- . appeared on the scene.

Com.munity

Blood

UNH drives began in 1952 and
in April 1987 had collected 90,000
pints. We hope that you can help
us reach the unbelievable 100,000
this year so you can share-in the _
achievement, at a time when collection must increase everywhere
to meet unbelievable patient- needs
which continue to grow and grow.
To accomplish this goal, we must
collect 5,473 pints which is not
impossible in our four drives. We
will keep a running record as the
year goes on and perhaps 1988-89
will go down in the history of
student concern!
To help keep people aware of this
effort, the Greek System and.ROTC .
volunteers are asking other loyal
camp.µs groups to join then in this
attemp't of a special contribution
and spread the word before each
-drive.
,
Therefore, I am (as (lSual) again
appealing to you all to make our
first round a good beginning for
a very happy ending! L0ve you ·all! .
Jarry Stearns
Your Durham Red Cross Blood
Chairman

EditorJs Note - The

New Hampshire will .
not publish any_ letter
submitted without a
name) address and
phone number for verification.
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Arts & Entertaimneat
Gratefu l D~ad
•
rocks ID NYC
By John Shamlou
As the Grateful Dead's long
strange trip enters it's 24th year,
the band shows no signs of
slowing down. By touririg constantly and releasing an album
next spring, the Dead continue
on an odyssey unique in all of
American music, an odyssey that
sets them apart from every
Anne Despres, Danielle Howard and Margery Gray (I to r) perform in the U_ NH .
other band on the scene today.
·
Dead
have always
been
Theater and Dance production of "No, No, Nanette." The hroadway musica l. opens
oneThe
of the
nation's
top ;concert
tonight and runs th~ough October 8 in the Johnson Theater of the Paul Creative Arts Center~ draws; touring wheth~r they
or tickets and more information call 862 -2290.
·
· have a new album out or not.
·Unlike other performers, just

£.::.;:;;:::,:_:;::~:;.;_;:;;;·.;::~-;.:;;.,.;;;;;.;;;;_;;;.;;...._____________ _____..al

.
Classic Jazz from·

because they have a hit record
. out; such as last years "In the
Dark." doesn't mean they'll do
any songs off it. In fact, the shqw
I saw on J'-hursday night at
Madison-Square Garden in the
Big Apple contained no songs
from that record. The.. band
relies on it's vast catalogue of
songs to make sure that every
The Benny Goodman Sextet
that time, of Goodman, Red that l think applies to most show contains different songs
Norvo on vibes, Teddy Wilson people reading this). So diffi<=?lt, than the show that came before
Slipped Disc
on piano, Mike Bryan on guitar, in fact, that I am not even gomg it, which is just one i:eason why
Theloni.us Monk
Slam Stewart on bass, ,, and to try.
·
·
it's possible to see the band over
The Composer
Morey Feld on · drums (the Anyway,theMonk: The Com- and over.
Columbia Records
lineµp changes on a few cuts). poser collection features most
The Grateful Dead are a band
With the exception of the early of his great numbers, such ~s in die truest sense of the word.
By Marc A. Mamigonian · .
forties group featuring Charlie "Round Midnight," in a nice No member is expendable.
Columbia Records, bless then Chtistian, the sextet never
performance, . Guitarists Jerry Garcia and Bob
· ~ little hearts, just keeps putting •swang harder than on these unaccompanied
· out new additions to their Jazz sessions·. While it is true that the epic "Straight, No Chaser" · Weir share lead vocals.
from a 1963 Japan performa~ce, Keyboardist Brent Nydland,
Masterpieces series. Amo~~ the Goodman missed Christian's a solo "Ruby, My Dear,"
and the besides contributing electrify_ing
latest batch are two magmf1cent liberating influence, much of · lovely "Crepuscule
With
Nel- keyboard solos, delivers impasalbums: Slipped Disc, a collec- the slack is picked up .by the lie." An essential
part of the sioned vocals on one or two
tion of 1945-6 Benny Goodman brilliant bass work of Slam Monk bands in this
period (ie, songs a night. Bassist Phil Lesh
Sextet sides., and Thelonious Stewart, with his distinctive the sixties) was Charlie
Monk: The Composer, an album style of humming along with on tenor sax, andRouse'_sRouse u,sually does the same, expecially
.play- · at the request of the· audience.
containing v~rsions of Monk's his bowed bass ·solos.
· ·
ing is never short of brtlhant; Finally, drummers Mi~ey Hart
inost famous tunes.
Goodman, needless to say, it is strange, but as. time went and Bill Kfeutzmann together ..
The Goodman collection, the . displays the vi_rtuosi~y ~~at is -on, Rouse
to play the sax take part in an extended drum _
· second collection of Goodman expected of him. H1ghhghts like Monkbegan
-played the piano, solo commonly known as
Sextet tunes from Columbia (the include "Slipped Disc", "Ain't which, I imagine,
is why,they "Drums", a. highlight of each
first contained materialfrom Misbehavin"', and the Goodman . worked together.so
well for so concert, and a fine example of
his 1951-2 band), is,.like the favorite "China Boy."
It
is
a
long.
·
the Dead's knack for improvprevious set, a revelation to great record, so just go buy_ it. .. This collection is an excel'lent isatiori.
anyone who thinks that GoodIt is difficult to describe · introduction to Monk for be.Thursday all the band
man was most effective as a big Theloriious Monk's ·peculiar ginners (Monk 401,
if
you
Hke).
members
contributed, and all
band leader.
·
genius to someone wlw is not So, check it out, ~nd skip the new
The Sextet_was made up, _at · familiar with l?,is music (a title BonJovi disc.
-

Columb ia's Master · Series

Screamin g Trees: ,
raw acid rock
Hopefully Big Brother arid ments are intriguing excuses ·
Holding Company weren't on for throbbing guitar solos. Inthe same bill.
eluded among these tµnes are
SST Records .
While the bass and drums are the opening song "Ivy," desBy Artqur Lizie
. more than competent, the guitar cending a spiral to hell a la
··,Rooted firmly in the sixties and vocals carry the show. G.a·ry ·Cream• s "Tales of Br ave
but sprouting deep into the Lee Connor's full frontal guitar Ulysses,'" the wah-wah laden
eighties, Screaming Trees con- attack is reminiscent ofCream . "Smokerings," and the fastertinue their neverending -trip to with better pop sensibilities or is-better "She Knows." Two
the edge of the mind with their early Cult without the overpro- songs distinguish themselves
second full length LP Invisible_ duction. Also, if you b_end your in breaking from this pattern;
Lantern. Picking up where last mind just ~ bit you can hear In the quieter, atmospheric
year's Even If and Especially strains of Bob Mould under the "Grey Diamond Desert" LaneWhen leh off, Lantern offers Ia yers of wah-wah a~d f1;1zz . . gan plays wandering shaman
twelve more moaning tales from MarkLanegan'swandermgsmg- while "'Even If" amuses with
Washington state's most val- ing/talking at times recalls the spacey '60s pop keyboards.
uable export, apples not with- seemingly aimless but usually
Until the new Dinosaur Jr.
standing.
··
tuneful vocals of Jim "Took a record is unearthed next month,
Writing songs about stuff and look around see which way the Invisible Lantern stands as
people, The Trees gently ~ore wind blows" Morrison. Another 1988's definitive - w ord on acid
a hole into the subconscious easy point of reference for The rock. Catch the band October
with an unnerving wall of Trees is Beat Happening, as · 23 at the Paradise dub in Boston
wailing guitars and mismatched Connor and Lanegan have aJong with current SST eldervocal melodies. In a word, they molded that lackadaisical band s t a t e s m e n f I R E H O S E
crank It's easy to imagine these in their image.
·
.
· ('member?). W<;>r~ h~s it that
guys unleashing three hour
Although the band does have The Trees _are givmg HOSE a The Scre,mingTrees., , .
versions of Willie Dixon songs a knack for-y,1riting clever, pop ., •. rµn ,for their money, ,.·.., .. -~•.~ .. •~~~~ ~ .. .:.-.., · . - , ,
at the Fillmore in the late sixties. songs, the_ album's bes_t · mo·

Screaming Trees

Invisible Lantern ,,_

the band members were hot. As
a result, s.o was the show. As
soon as the lights went out the
laid·baek·(or drugged out) crowd
turned into an ecstatic mob,
screaming, throwing balloons, ·
standing on their seats. And that
was before the band took the
stage.
.
When the Dead did take the
stage the crowds intensity ros~
another notch, and although I
was a veteran of ten California
Dead shows, I hadn't seen 1.
anything like this before. The
band responed by kicki':1g into
an impassioned version of
"Shakedown Street," a song that
features the line "Don't tell me
·this town ain't got no heart,"
a -tine the audience sang louder
than Garcia, who was inspired
at the songs end to simply grab
ahold of the mike and give that
line all his effort. From there
Weir led the band into an
equally raucous "New Minglewood Blues," featuring a charging solo by Myd_land, follo~ed
by a solo by Weir, all of which
served to just drive the audience
nuts, despite the 'few lines Wier
seemed to forget.
After sfowin~ the '.pace a bit
with the ballad · Candyman" the
Dead reached possibly the high'."
est point of intensity of the
ni~ht with the ;twin blo~s o.!
"Beat It On Down The Lme
and ''the Greatest Story Ever
Told " and the audience was left
reeli~g. The show slowed again,
beautifully, with "To Lay Me
Down'-' and the band showed
off it's improvisational skills
with the coda of "Cassidy"
before finishing off the set on
a high note with the song
"Deal." The rocker's intensity
was held back just until the
song's end when G!1rcia's guitar_
line funneled into a monstorous
_DEAD, page 18
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incuding UB40 and Midnight
Oil, but not here. Will' the
madness end soon? ... Speaki~g
of Billy Preston: U2, 1n a neverending campaign to become
The Beatles, have ol' Billy
cranking the. keyboards on the
b-side to Rattle and Rum's first
. single, "Desi:re." Billy, as you
,·undoubtedly re member,
hummed the keys on the Fab
Four's "Get Back." How many
more ways can I fit U2 into this
column? ... The new £IRE.;.
· HOSE album, can pump the gas
'cause the vandals left the handle
by mid-December. For the first
time guitarist Ed Crawford will
get to use his real name while
•the album assumes his alias,
fROMOHIO. 'HOSE play Boston's Paradise club on Sunday,
October 23 with Screaming
,
Trees.
It's not live music but ... :
MUSO offers an interesting
movie pairing tonight ,in the
Strafford Room. On at 8 p.m.
is Where The Buffalo Roam, a
stilted biopic of erstwhile Rollffig Ston.e journalis~ Hunter .
Thompson. Gee, erstwhile and
!foiling Stone sound so• good
tog~ther. On~ can only hope I·

suppose. A pre- "I like to Wicked awesome, like Ozzy,
breakdancing withRay-Parker- man.
Veteran comic rockers
Jr." Bill Murray stars. Second
on the bill is Easy Rider, a ... Moody Blues, always ready to
movie made back when West- investigate the other side of life,
morelarid, the .flag, and Rolling · play -the Worcester Centrum on
Stone _still meanf somethi.'?-g to, October 26. Tickets go on sale
~menca, dammit! Peter Ge~1 , to°:orrow morning. Gee, I wonder 1£ they'll end this show with
1f Dad could only see me now
Fonda s_tars - and Denn_is "Legend of The Mind," "The
Hoppe~ d1rect~ .. ·. Be good kids , Ques,~ion," and "Ride My Seeor Elvis wo_n t leave you a~y saw, the same wa'y they've
presents ~his year ... Wh~t s ended every other show for the
your favortte Forum page arucle past twenty years ... Anyone
- studen_t apathy or _radon? . else in the mood for forming
Ballots will be accepted m MUB the Regressive Student NetRoom 151 through next Wed- work (RSN)? Bell bottoms, side
nesday... Are there many things burns, leisure suits and an
more loathsome in . a daily intense love of Poe~ are not
n~w.spaper _then a ~omic Strip manadatory but are encotiraged.
Davis? ... I 1? not sure Apply within... Southern fried
by
~h1ch 1s more·depressmg, watch-: · nutmeisters .38 Special, the
mg the R~d So~ slow~y. b~t band who abruptly interupted ·
sure_ly fulfill their Calv~n1st1c i:ny sleep Thursday morning
destmy or t~e thought that John with a rousing rendition of "So
l~ughes might make more mo- Caught Up In You," perform
at the CCCC on November 13.
vies.
Sunday night Decadance in Wonder if they'll be able to
Manchester offers one-of the · reinforce the stage in time to
strongest rock bills in New support t.he band's ten
Hampshire this year with The drummers, fifteen guitarists and
G_o~fathers and Vernon Reid's collective two tons of long
L1vmg Colors. The Godfathers greasy hair and overalls. The
~oc~ b.ut the real attractio1_1 here show should be a doozy... Up
1s_ L1v1r,ig colors. Catch Reid and and coming U2 proteges ·Hothis gm tar befor~ he heads for . house Flowers play the Paradise
the arenas ... Like, ya know, tonight ... Does the Coreolis
Poison, the guys with the Affect bother bands from the
makeup who look like girls, I Southern Hernisphere who play
don't know aboutthem, play at in the U.S.? .. Jackson "Last
the Cumberland County Civic night I watched the news from
Center ~CCCC) in, Portla:°d Washington, the Capitol"
Sunday mght. And ya know hke Browne offers his music for a
this band, I ain.'t heard them, Christie Institute fund raiser
b~t my frie_nd's older brother tomorrow night at The Wang
with the wicked awesome car Center in Boston. Local comic
tol~ me about'em, this c?ol band Barry Crimin~ opens the show.
Br~ttany rox are J;>layrng fOO. . . I~ think that's just a~bout
. Poison will b~ow em off the enou.g h of this foolishne~s for
stage__'cause I seen 'em before. this week, don't you?

Jm~

Campus Paperback Bestsellers
1. Night of the Crash-Test Dummies, by Gary Larson.
_ J~.'1~.~:~!_~-~C.~~~.9~:l_~or: "Far Side" ~art<>.Orl~
2. The Power of Myth, by Joseph Campbell and Bill Moyers.
J~?.':~1-~~~J:.!1~~~~:! How ."-'ythology_illum.imite5. _s~13~e-~ ~f li~e.

3. Patriot Games, by Tom Clancy. (Berkley, $4.95.)
C_:0._c.o.iif~~!5._terro!i5.!S _iri_England, Irelan~.ar1~-~~':ri~11.__. __
4. Some.thing Under the Bed la Drooling, by Bill Waterson.
__(Andrews_& McMeel, $6.95.) Latest Calvin & Hobbes cartoons.
5. Cultural Literacy, by E. 0. Hirsch, Jr. (Vintage, $6.95]
___T_'?r.ri:i~tion J~at every American_ri~s to _know: _
6. The Road Less Traveled, by M. Scott Peck. (Touchstone.
~.95.L"'.5.~chological and.spiritual irispi!~ti~~~a. psychia)~~s.':
7. The Closing of the American Mind: by Allan Bloom.
_____(~?U.C.h_stone, $7.95.) R_efl_ect~5..?~ .t~ay·.5.__~~~-c~mate.
8. Love, Medicine & Miracles, by Bernie S. Siegel. (Perennial,
__ __ $8.95:l A surgeon's experience with exceptional patients.

9. Spycatcher, by Peter Wriglit with Paul Greengrass. ·
(Dell. $495.) ~ .hin~~he_~cenes at B~itis~ ,ntelligence.
10. Presumed Innocent, by Scott Turow. (Warner, $5.95.) A bloodc_h((l)'_l~· a~c~a!~. ?~lli.~~'.1._of tt)e crim~na.( justice system.

New & Recommended
A pe•sonal sek!CIOr'I ol Jan P•ftf'Ce. Co-Op Boolis1o,e Ob&r11n OH

Beloved, by Toni Morrison. (NAL/Plume. $8.95.)
~_i:ofC>~~~iy_a~9?tinfj c~()nic(!.o~sla~~ry_and,its alterma~
Miami, by Joan Didion. (Pocket, $7.95.) Captures the political
realities of life in Miami and the exile mentality of the Cuban
community .. •
The Spendld Outcast, by Beryl Markham. (Dell, $7.50.)
Spirited tales set against_the grandeur of Africa.

DEAD
(continued.from page 17)

·
. f ormmg
anger/composer Benny Carter, who wt·11 be per
Saxophonist/trumpeter/arr
_. . . .
·
on~ay .October _10 as_ part of UNH's -'I'radit~ional Jazz Series. Carter, at 81, is
1
c~ns1dered (o,rce m the Jazz community and , is sure to give an unforgettahle performance.
Tickets _are $5 for non-students Hd $3 for students and are available at the door arid
throu h the UNH Music De artment. For more information call 862-2290.

solo. This time Garcia egged on
the audience, the house lights
coming up to reveal the crowd,
all standing and dancing as one
celebrating mass reveling iri the ·
music before them. It was a
perfect example 'o f wh~t the
Dead are about.
The start of the second set
did nothing to halt the momentum. ·The 20-year old "Ch1na Cat
Sunflower" flowed effortlessly
into the classic "I Know You
Rider," and it was party time
again. Then, . while family
members moved into the wings ·
to w'atch him, Phil moved into
· Dylan's "Jun Like Tom
Thumb's Blues," a wonderful
bit of playfullness that Phil
pulled off perfectly, again obviously responding to the
crowd's enthusiasm. Two more
midtempo numbers, "Estimated
-Prophet" and "Eyes of The
Word," followed, before most
of the band departed and Billy
and Mickey sequed into
"Drums." After that Garcia and
Weir came back ·onstage for a
guitar improvisation called
"Space," in which they used .
their 'i nstruments to create a
proper soundtrack for a trip to
that region. (Most Deadheads
had already been in. space for
a few hours, if not all their lives,
but that's another story). .
But from the outer limits .of
the universe the band flawlessly
mov.ed into the tight rocker "I
Need A Miracle," and it was

straight rock and roll from then
on. Well, almost. From "Mir. ade" Brent took a shot at the
Traffic classic "Dear Mr. Fantasy," before Weir led the
crowed in a rousing version of
the chorus to "Hey Jude:·· Only
the Dead oculd pull this one off.
When that finished the band
~em,bers stepped back briefly
mto darkness before Bob ripped
off the first chords to the Bobby
Blue Band classic "Turn On
Yoiu Lovelight" The crowd
would have gone nuts, but they'd
already been doing it for the
previous two hours. Finally, the
Dead encored with "Brnkedown
Palace," another moving ballad
ddivered only as Jerry can
deliver it, with a· vocal ·that
combined seritimentality and
strength at the same time. A fine
finish to the evening.
If and when the Grateful ·
Dead do call it quits, the band
will leave behind music aria fan·s
that defy descriptio9 and easy
labelling. The only true way to
experience the .band is live,
althoggh contrary to popular
rumor you don't have to.fry on
LSD to do it. Thursday'~ show
was a stellar example of the
band's ability to rock and roll
in their individual way, and of
why they deserve to be spoken
of with the great bands of all
time, and not just as the drugged
out hippies some would dismiss
them as.
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D_o )!Ou. like

.GOING PLACES?

Do y~u-iike.

TELLING,STORIES?

GRANITE
a·n d

HAVE FUN!!!
"Literary Staff Meet ing"
.

.

'1~: oilote,,,, 3~ 4 t=QO~
-~ ~ 125; ~ 1k kLIE -

fa

.· ILDCATESSEN
presents

I

j .

,

.

.O RGON IZATIO NAL MEETING -

~a.J:b:.Mue
I

in

.····::..:... :...::...\: ·:::::::::::::_ .'.:~~:..,:... .·.

., u m J w ; ~ ~ ~ < U l 4 /

9U!R /.~!!

. . .

.

-

Each morning the Wiltlcatessen offers freshly baked, ·
t Cinnamon Rolls. These
delicately sweet Jumbo Croissan_
light, chewy cinnamon rolls are made with swirls of
cinnamon in a rich all-butter croissant pastry.
--~ 1 We are so sure that you will like our Croissant Cinnamon
Rolls that we are ottering a FREE cup of the besf coffee
· on campus with the purchase of one of these delicate
pastries.

•

l-

Offer good 10/3/88-1 0/7 /8_8 7:30am - 10:30am
Located in Stillings Hall- Next to Stoke Hall
1

Open Monday - Friday, 7:30am - 2:00pm
and ~:00pm - Midnight.
Sunday 6:00pm - Midnight

'

..

)

' '

·'

\

'
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Save a spot on your calendar for IBM's PS/2 Fair. We 'H
show you how the IBM al Personal System/r can help you
· organize note~, revise papers, produce high~quality graphics,
and .more'. It's·.easy to learn easy to use, and available NOW
· at your campus computer store in Thompson Hall. The
fair features free gifts, information on the entire PS/2
family, desk top publishing, IBM infowindow system,
. and much more!!
- Register to ~i_n a free PS/i model 25!!

. SEE YOU THERE!!

IBM PS/2- Fair
Thursday October 1·3th
Thompson ·Hall Courtyard
raindate _October 14th

· Don't miss IBM's PS/2 Fair on campus.

" •·, .{ . i.iiiiiiiiiiiii.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii,iiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil l~
fjiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;ii••·"I.ii
~:, j.

·.· NEED
.

-~.

HELP? .

·LEGAL

· Take advantage of free l~g.al,, s.~ xviqes availab_le to all
. - - S.A.F. paying u,ndergrads ■~-

'

-~

.

'

'

'

'

.

,,_

The firm· of ·· ·M ayer an.d Dwyer

will give
· legal' advice and r~present stud~~ls •·
in minor leg al matters fo:t FREE. ·
They ·a re offering -.r epres~ntation in ·m ore serious )

matters f~r a reduced fee.' ·
So stop by room 131 in the MUB o.n . T-uesqay · ~-0~ lpm · .·a:n.d ·
6 _: 3 0- - 8:30pmWednesday 6:30-8:-30 --o:r cail 1~800-325-418-5
.
10-lpip.
for. .~. ' ·.FriQ.ay
or 436-7505 . to make an appoi;tment
. . '; t .,· \. . ,-; . _
. . .. .- -·
..
~ ·::'
.
-,
.

~
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.Universi

Comics
by l.1.ichael Dowe1

f reaker Patroa
. '\"

GEcJ AJO WCM>€R
/VO&O'I WAA/Tl TO

WEiL BvsJI D1oil1 SAY

-roo mA'/S STuPtD 1'HIN6S,

&'° CAu.tD A

~ . HOWEVER J.IE DID HAVf A

.r. Lrr1l£ SPIT
Q;.

•
.-

~

-.__.._g,

-m,AJG 1<,Rrn-

L.10f;RAl .

At.J'I fY\oRE ! ! !

iNb IN 'TU( CJ:RJfQ oF
J.11s movr1-1 .' iHLS mAY_ .
J.IAIIE J,luaT Hm, //

t;

~-----~
g
H

by ~-~urt Krebs

Super Guy

t11MA
1/flBIA

·-

MAIN STREET PATIENCE ttl'C' .5MALL
WASTE RtCE.PTACU:,
ALL WILL Sf R£V£ALCO
lN TIM! .., '(f5 Hf.Rf.
Ht 15 NOw7I

M£V 5HOVt:LHfftt>, MAi-\ HOW WAS 1'~£. ,
1)(AO" ·('0NCERT ~ DID VA~£~ Pl.£H'1\' Of
,-tA? 010 '(A 6ET "TA T4'L~ "'TA .l'~~~ 1
D\0 '1'A (:,Ei M~ A ilf-O~D T-5tmct ~

Huff; ,-4utl

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,,,
t)IOYA .,,

l'Z~A

~ - - --~-=:,

CJ

(aoRP !

VA!

=::J

S"Hl At40«lllflG

~Nlft.O roet "
fUt-lPU> "p
r~-...L.a'OEAD H£AO'
l£UttlON.'

c:.P
c::::J

c::::l .
c::::l

L
HAL
KS
HAC
~ NEWS FLASH!

~~P"P-"!!Bfl~

DURING THE- R.ECENT .
, TESTING-- OF THEIR
ADVANCE r:> ANTI-MATTf R
PAR JONG-$ PACE HAKER.~
~AKE, PETE AND

r:RED ACC/DE.tlTALLY ·
VAPORIZE"D ALL OF

A-LOT. PR.fSID£NT

HAALAND, tYHO WAS WALKIN6
BY; WAS TOD BUSY

MUNCHJN& OR,E05 TO
Sl/PPL Y A · COMM£NT,"' ,JI

'BY JOHN HIRTLE1
TOI./)
WAS

SE.E- I
IT

f

B •rJs = l-(a +d11Jf1aJ-1lfa){A
-:::: -1t.rJ Blf,= (EXJt.,Jx).

OH, NO, NI, /f01 NO.
f-,c(EJhtAX} i Nor I
511:..!..£XTI , ARR~.

,,,, ·~..-..-

'

'
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MOTHER_ GOOSE &GRIMM:.·.
' v.•., · "·

: by Mike· Peter's · ·
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She left everything
she knew and entered a
- --·· world few have ever seen . .
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· · · . -· too far.
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The Adventur e of_Dian ·Fos~ey
WARNER BROS. AND UNIVERSAL PICJ;URES PRElENT AGUBER/PITERSPWOucrnN IN ASSOCl'it\'/llARNOLD GUMCHER SIGOURNEY WEAVER "GORillAS IN TIIE MIWM AlJVENllJRE CfDL-W rQliEY
BRYAN BROWN JULIE HARRIS rorrwmum BAIRDtA,C.E. PRO=JOHN GRAYSMARK I l l ~ JOHN SEALE, A.C.S. mm RICK BAKER CO.PRODIX;W ROBERI'NlXON ANO JUl)Y KESSLER
--; ,.
_. . . . A~O TAB~~
_ NPHELAN
_ STO~ ANNA HAMILTO
~~~MAURICE ]ARRE ~~ul~ PffER GUBER AND_JO_NPITERS THE~~ DIAN FOSSEY ~Ptf!Jf HAROID T.P. HAYES
• ...
TERENCECLEGG OIRtCTWMJCHAELAmD
SCREENPLAJANNAHAMILIDNPHELAN PaODOCWARNOLDGUMCHER1ND
9
..~
l;ITY~
Ollll-8110$.INC,AHORF.ADTIIEHOOOHl'ONMIFFUNBOOK
iSOUND'llACl(ONIICAlECOIIDS,CASS!:TTESANDCO. I
,_ . . ; ;_ _ ___ _ _ II.®

,PG·l=:~CAlfflall I

Semester at Sea Information Tables in MUB 10~
3 ·o n Wed. ·& Thurs. Oct. 5 & 6. Video presentation
at 7 :30 ·in MUB each evening

· NOW PLAYING IN SELECT THEATRES.

CO~G Sfil>TEMBER 30TH TO A THEATRE NEAR YOU.

- -
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CLASSIFIED
To my Iii' sis - Jen - I miss y_ou, but we'll ·
do dinner at my place next week - You and
those other crazies ov.er in Scott! Love Your
Big Sis - Kristen
PARENTS, WHY WORRY ABOUT ROOM
AND BOARD! .one and two bedroom
Condos in a small association of 8 o'n the
Kari-Van Route, within 4 miles of UNH!
Small association fee includes he~t and
_hot water. Quality construction for excellent
resale. Only 3 Units left. Rental assistance
also available $67,900 and $79,900. Please
contact Beve,rly Brooks, ERA ·Landmark
Associates, Durham, N.H. 603/868-6212.
HOUSEMATE WANTED: LEE N.H. Mature,
h are space,
reasonably quiet person to s_
with three other adults (one graduate
stu dent & a working couple), in our 1790
c_glonial home. Privaate 12 by 14 bedroom.
Full kitchen priviledges. Country setting
on 17 acres. 9 miles to campus . NO
SMOKERS. $250/month. Call Bonnie .at:
659-5595 (days), 659-8028 (evenings).
NEWLY CONSTRUCTED- three bedroon
Condexes in Lee with easy commute to
UNH! . Excellent opportunity for young
professional couple. Bu·y oath and have
a Duplex. Both
the a<:Jded income of _
Condexes are offered at the exceptionally
affordable price of $107,poo each. Please
cont:~qt Bernice Verran, .ERA Landmark
AssdGiates, Durham NH. 603/868-6212.
4 B·;~r,oom House in sqtr',_rnorsworth, on
Bus route. Must be seer'i, Spotless, newly
remodelled;-fully applia~e'ed washer and
dryer; ,~arpeting, partiallY'·fi.Jrnished . $950
· inclu~_ir:fg heat lease an&i~¢urity . No pets.
.
'..§¢/
692-3(:)31 .

'82 Chevette, 4-cylinder, 61 ,000 miles. New
exhau.st system and brakes. AM/ FM radio
casse'tte . Asking $1200.00. Call Denise
·
at 74f8128 (days).
For ~;:ii~ - 1984 Olds C4tlass Ciera LS, 4door:sedan, 46,000 mile'$; V6, A/C; power
stee'.r ing I brakes, _AM/ FM Stereo Radio,
659-3578.
Motorcycle~ 1986 Honda 450 Rebel. Black,
l,600 miles. Like new. Two helmets. $ 1 ,599.
.
Call Keith at 433-3286.
ATTENTION STUDENTS-NEED FURNI-·
TiJRE?? Want something that will last
longer than 1 semested? .FEATURING
hardwood: bureaus, desks, beds, tables,
and chai rs, upholstered 9hairs, accent
t~bles, ~tc. over 1 ,000 item in stock. A great
place:to bring your pareQts when they visit.
85 Albany St., Portsmouth near Durham
Bank bn Islington St. . OPEN MondaySaturday .10-5 or by appt: 436-1286.
EVERYTHING YOU EVER. WANTED BUT
DIDN 'T KNOW WHERE TO FIND IT AT
NEW HAMPSHIRE HALl- FROM 10-5
TOMORROW SAT. OCT 1·•_sr.
1:987 LJNIVEGA SPORT RACING BIKE-21"
frame:Shimano 600 Gro!Jpo- Index Gear
Shiffiirg - Not even 1 yeaj- old . $400. It's
down at the Durham Bike Shop, or call 7 496.8 03.
2 gaL:dark pink oil-base.dj exterior primer
paint. f=or both: $15 (orig/ $35). eves-868·.-·.
7199.,.
1984. Ford BronGo II 4x4 Good Condition,
·
Best Offer. Call 659-7135. ·
25' 12 speed sport tour[n~; bike. Campagnolo Gomponants. Bestf;~r:Jall person. Test
ride it ·at Durham Bike $l~QF-3501 Ton Rock Body"bwmp Truck. New
Rubb~.r, runs great. Call .8€>8 -9637 or stop
by ~~ppa Sig and ask f6rQavid Clough.

Good

running con1980 Toyota Tercel.
dition " No Rust. A sol,id car providing
excellent inexpensive transportation. Call
Jason, evenings 7 42-1858 ...

Phi Kappa Theta Fraternity wish's to than_k
all those people who contributed to the
success of the Durham Blood drive ·

Mature Disable Mate In Search of a
Personal Care Attendant- Qualifications:
Help with personal grooming, housecleaning, food shopping ; and person applying
fpr tje job must be on time after being hired!
Salary is $6.00 an hour/28 hours per week.
For more info., please call Greg at 868- .
1986 in the evenings. · · ·

RUSH!!! DELTA THETA CHI (FORMERLY
THETA CHI LITTLE SISTERS) Horror night
Tuesday ·oct. 4 from·8-1 O p .m . .come
dressed in a costume to 37 Madbury Rd.
(Theta Chi Fraternity)

Home Owner needs helper to finish off .
. badement, Some carpentry experience
a must. Hours very flexible, wage negot- ·
iable! 659-7249.

Boobala - I understand the time you need,
how are you? Thinking about terr ibly. All
my thoughts and love. HAPPY ONE YEAR!
Netta

Workstudy Students needed at Portsmouth
Recreation Department. Call 431-2000
ext 265. Ask for Barry Foley.
Office Workers Needed- Four College Work
Study positions available at the Social
Security Office in Portsmouth, NH. Pays
$6.00 per hour. Call 433-0716. Ask for Mr.
,
White. ,,

Why wait until after graduation·to start your
career? Start NOW. A Fortune 500 company offers an opportunity to be your own
. boss and set your own hours. For art
interviews, please call 603-692-3707.

Typing/Word Proce_s sing Term Papers,
Reports, theses etc. all work guaranteed,
Prompt service 749-2968

.Alcohol center quot~ - Milwaukee Best
makes you fart and run.

MUSIC LESSONS - recorder, voice, piano,
violin; lute. Private lessons and ensembles
in Medieval, Baroque, Clasical and dance
music for all levels and ages. Explore'
sounds in Durham with Persis Ensor - 6592721

Alcohol center quote II - Better to fart and
bear the shame than hold it in and feel the
pain. Next time you're at ·a party, let one
rip.

Never sneeze and belch at the same time.
The consequences could be fatal

Ben Richards - Why did you wait 8 months
before you told me you were bi-sexual,
you know I love you anyways. Love always
Mercier ·

Lori--l'm sorry I left you, but I just had to
quit school and follow my destiny, rutabaga
farming. Hey babe, you know how it is-Snuggle Buns

Timmy Please Remove your peppers, your
lizard colle.ction and yourself from the room.
Love Marishka

To the cashier working at the MUB grill
at 6:00 pm Thursday wearing the peach
sweater, I think you are fabulous and I want
you more than 30 Mub burgers. If you want
to find out more about me, send -me a
personal or contact Stillings box #14 . Till
the next time I order a BLT {hint.hint) au
revoir.

Pinky's Place - Bed & Breakfast in charming
100 year old Victorian home in Dover.
Perfect for visiting friends & family . Call
Pinky 742-8789
Want more space in your dorm? Store your
personal belongings at Special Student
Rates call 868-2779.
The N.H. Gents and .the N.H. Notables will
be holding a Concert Sat. Oct. 22 at 8 p.m.
in Johnson Theatre - Cheaper than a movie!
Alcoholism has been called the most
serious drug problem due to the cost to
society, physical damage to the body's
organs, and the large number of fataliti~s
and victims resultir:ig from acc idents or
withdrawal ·symptoms. Call 862-3823 :

Heal'!h Services fo(n:iore info.

Snools_ums--I left my 3·6-pack of Trojans
in your room Tuesday night. I need them
back for a Chemistry lab ASAP. Love and ·
smooches--Donna

.~ . ,

Driving to Arizona . Would like a companion,
that will help with dr.iving & expenses Referenc es Requireo. Call early mo[ ni i:ig
, ;,. .;,'
.
,.
1 -207 -363~6356.

The Wildcatessen ... fresh baked breads
To the Alpha Chi Omega pledges and
sisters - Have a Happy Day, Smile and Be
Happy. Personal Queen strikes again, Love
Marcy
"DEFENSIVE DRIVING" tf you are inte t este<:l in taking a night course for defensive
driving please contact Kristen Fadden at
.
868-3114.
Contrats to the newest N.H. Gentlemen ,
- John Blease, Jeff Carlsor\ Jeff Currirmings, :
and Scott Perry! Rock and Holl - The Gents ·

Work !lti.Jdy people needed for Portsm.outh
Recreation Departmernt. Recreation Aide:
working with teens and watching front desk.
$5.00 per hour- contact Aus Wilson 4312000 e>.<t 264.

The Sisters of Delta Theta Chi (Formerly
Theta Chi Little Sisters) invite you to our
HORROR NIGHT RUSH on Tues . Oct 4
from 8-10 p.m. Come dressed in a costume
to 37 Madbury Rd . (Theta Chi Fraternity)

Travel Sales- Sell Package Spring. Break
·Tours to Carribean. Free travel and$! Great
sales experience and flexible hours. Call
1-800-426-7710.

F.rosh camp counselours banquet. ,Saturday October 1st at 7:30 p.m. ~t the New
England center. BE THE;RE OR DIE!!!! NO
DINNER SERVEp!!!!

Typing Services Available. Reports, letters,
resumes. Quality work. Reasonable rates.

If you have had a ol9od'transfusion betw~en
1975 and 1985, yo:u·might be at risk'f.br
AIDS. For free ar)'d; anonymous AIDS
· antibody counseling and for tresting:;oall
the office of Health education and Promotion, Health Ser~ices Center, UNH ,8_6238_2_3_ _ _ _ __ ~ - - -- ~ _

If you have used I.V. drugs and sh;ar~d
Call 335-1891.
needles since 1978, you might be at' risk
Hdrses Boarded - box stalls, riding ring,
for AIDS. For free, anonymous and ne.ntra.il~. nearby. Twice daily cleaning and a
judgemental AIDS antibody couns¢Iin·g
feedin@ . Turn out available upon request.
and, or testing call the office of Health
$160 per month. Harness & saddle training
also available. Sunswept Stables. 7 43-3632 ; Education and Promotion, Health Services
""J°"'
-;,,·:~ enter, UNH~ 862-3823.
~-$
or 74~ 0 6538. ·

::f:·

Horses Boarded - bo'x stalls, riding ring, :·. Using alcohol responsibly means not letting
the use of alcohol have a negative impact
trails nearby. Twice daily cleaning and a
on self, others or property. For some p(')ople ·
feed{ng. Tur~ out available upon request.
$160 per month. Harness & saddle training .· this may be the decision not to use alcohol
at all. Recognize another's right to deoide
also avaflable. Sunswept Stabies: 743-3632
0
U'{
for oneself.
qr 742-6533.
CAN'T FIND 'EM? WE GOT 'EM! Tickets
to anything and everything . This week Elton .John! Robert Plant, Van Halen, Jimmy
Page, UB40, and others - Also, Patriots,
Bruins and Wrestling available for the
·
season: Call 868-2185 anytime.
Professional Word Processing for all your
typing requirements. Experienced, efficient,
reasonable rates, quick-return. Janet Boyle,
659-3578.
Feeling cramped-need more room in your
dorm? We have Student Rates for Storage
of your personal belongs call 332-4234
during day or 868-2779 after 6:00 p.m.
.

.

.

NOW OPEN Lost Chord Records All your
Rock & Roll needs 491 Central Ave: Dover,
NH

Congratulations Scotty and Moira

Ajrl ~~§~~:~:~~:: ~I: :~I~;~!.~s:~~;~~~

Wanted - $150 reward: For any verifiable
information about a hit and run accident
involving a silver Toyota Tercel in A-lot
early Friday evening on Sept. 23rd. Call
Peter eves.659-7257.

TYPING/WORD PROCESSING, professional quality. Spelling accuri3CY guaran teed . SAVE yours·elf time and money by
calling NOW. Dover, 742-2037

. Alcohol center quote Ill - Don 't be afraid
to relf up your stomach's contents in the
bushes somewhere. Better that than puking
down your lover's throat. It's bogus, but
it's the truth

The Wildcatessen ... Ben & Jerry's, Haagen
Dasz, Emac & Bolio, Frusen Gladje

Wanted- eEER COUNSELORS! two friensly, energetic, upper~lais or grad students
to work in a busy, student-service oriented The Wi l.dcatessen ... best coffee on cajnpus
office advising students in-t:areer deci$jqri·- OPEN ~ USH!!!!! DE( TA THETA CH1 1lO'Rmaki ng issues. Training and supervision . MERLYTHETA CHl° LITTLE sisT~ RS)
provided. Requirements: work-study mo- TUES. OCT 4, HORROR NIGHT FROM 8ney, a sense of humor, flexibility and a 10 P.M.COME DRESSED IN A COSTUME
willingness to learn. Call Brian Jackson TO 37 MADBURY RD. (-THETA CHI FR'Aat Career Planning and Placement as soon TERNITY)
.
as possible (862-2010).
IT'S A PRIVILEGE
Work Study students needed at Forest Park
Group Day Care. Flexible hours, good pay.
Hank - How's left field doin'? Don't Worry
P.lease call 868-567 4 ask for Wendy.
Be Happy .....AND watch out for that alien
Work Study people needed for Portsmouth bug.
Indoor Pool. Lifeguard: Attending swimmers
Need Cash? I'll pay you cash for your
and watc'hing front desk. Advanced Liferecords, tape cassettes, cd's!!! Lost Chord
saving required, WSI preferred . $5.00 per
Redords 491 Centaral Ave . Dover, N .H .
hour- contact Lorelei Gilman at 431-2000
. 03820,' phone # 7 49-3859
ext 278.
To the inconsiderate person who lifted my
Help Wanted- Part-time filers. Fl.13xible
Gap Bag out of my car. You Smell, Rot in .
hours. Contact Pauline at Craig supply Co.
Hell.
603-868Inc. 99 Madbury Rd. Durl'lamThe Wildcatessen ...fresh, clean, different
5558.

L!~-~S,QJ~

I·

Wanted: pair of Proski Roller skis for xcountry maniac. Bob 692-3612

I get a feeling.,.Main Street is going to suck

CRUISE SHIPS- Now hiring men and
women . Summer and Career opportunities
(will train). Excellent pay plus world travel.
Hawaii, Bahamas, Caribbean, etc . CALL · Come and find out what we are all about.
NOW! 206-736-7000 ext 465c.
RUSH DEL TA T-HETA CHI (FORMERLY
JOBS IN AUSTRALIA- Immediate open- THETA CHI LITTLE SISTERS) Horrornight
ing fo.r men and women. $11,000-60,000 . Tues. Oct. 4, from 8-10 p.m. come dressed
in a costume to 37 Madbury Rd . (Theta
Construction, Manufacturing, Secretarial
Chi Fraternity)
Work, Nurses, Engineering, Sales.
Hundreds of jobs listed. CALL NOW! 206Kristin, are you really from the Netherlands
736-7000 ext. 465a.
Students and Clubs to join the '88-89
Student Travel Services' Sales Team. Earn
CASH and/or FREE Winter and Spring
Break vacations . Travel with the best to
our exciting ski and sun destinations . .For
more information call 1-800-648~4849. ·

SKI SKI SKI SKI- UNH SKI CLUB opening
meeting Tues. Oct. 4th from 7-9 p.m.
Granite State Room MUB. Membership and
Trip sign-ups at .meeting. Reserve your
·
spot- they fill up fast.

Bill--You're the biggest loser I ever met.
Not only was -your mother ugly, she had
·
bad breath too- -Lazlo

"Drink provqkes the desire, out it t.a kes
away the performance .'" - Shakespeare.
Alcohol lowers inhibitions to respond to
sexual stimulation but reduces physical
~bilities and can l.ead tu irresponsible
decision making. Call Health Services 8643823 for more info.:
Drinking and driving is a serious problem.
More than 22,500 traffic deaths each year
involve a drinking driver, or 60 deaths every
day. More people have been killed in
alcohol-related accidents in this country
than have died in our foreign wars.
Everybody has a favorite cure for ·a
hangover, but th~y all have one thing in
common- they don'•t work. What does 'work
is preventive medicine. If you control:Your
consumption, you won't get a hangover. ·

~a,#IU.Unl/,~
~~'l°"'c.ouUsaAf
.
s/ie:s, twr.niluf 21 !
~ou,can, meet, lie,,,, Ult

~~~wtkun,

civ~ U i ; , ~

slie:lt lie, limunr 'Tlffnl
~ 9?>~!
<£,<WR,,~

Bodo- So you're a communist who likes
to wear dinner dresses to bed . You can
still cook me lasagna-Ansel.

Regis ter-to vote!

.L.:a.~t'., day is Oct. 22

THE NEW H-AM RSHIHE.E81.DA'l,.:.st;PJ~_MB~R ;10,, 1_9?8,. .·
,_:_o:::~

.

P.~~EJWENTY-FIVE

Wal( hdori: ~ou rufi'
.

.

'

'

Wha(y_pi/ need hetore yt111

hody who gt1c, at your
nwn ,peed_ Who ran ,hut up
and li,ten . Who L·an
·,ran,latc tcrhnohahhk into
Engli,h. Dunng our .

to rnmc in and ka\'e
your money at hom.:. Ju,t
li,tcn to the mu,ir.
_v:atrh the p1L·turc,. and a,k

h1r many p.:opk. thi, "ill h.:
a new cxp.:rienre "e
think they ·re going to like ,

...
The Maine Mall
South Port-laml..ME0410n .
207-775-2XlN
The Mall of Ne\\ Hamp,hire
Manchester. NH o., H,_,
Nl.•-o27-4om
520 Amherst S'treel
Na,hua. NH (l.•Oo.,
Nl.•-11110- BIHi

The Fo, Run M;.ill
Newinglon. NH 0.,1101
ll(l_q_,l-97(Kl
The Phea,ant Lane :\1all
Soulh Na,hu,t. NH 0.10nO
60•-XX!!-74(Kl

Openin~ in October
107 South Broad\\ay Stri.'<'l
Sak111. \1!11,117 11
Ill!'. S<H t,~1111
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PS C top S 'Cats
•

ID

ove rti me

\ in at the 106:38 mark of the
The UNH Men's Soccer team . game.
Plymouth's overtime goal was
was handed a very tough loss
on Tuesday from their neigh- . scoq::d against Pete Getman who
hors to he north, Plymouth is third on the UNH goalie
State. The game ended with a depth chart. UNH goalies Eric
scoreofl.:. 0infavorof Plymouth Stinson and Dan Fiore were
State but it took them two both injured in previous games
overtime periods to get the and could not play.
The 'Cats played very good ·
_game winner.
The 'Cats played the game defense all day and only allowed
with the upbeat_tempo that they three shots on net. That just
had in the previous game happened to be all PSC needed .
Coach Garber felt the team •
. against BC but they just could
not crack the Plymouth defense played well in the defensive and
· to put themselves on the score- rriirlfield zones but needed more
action in the offensive end.
boa.cd.
The 'Cats will take on
.
great
a
had
Scott Brennan
opportunit y to put the 'Cats up UMaine today at 3 :00 at home
with a few minutes left in the and try to break a "five game
game but the PSC goalie came ·1osing streak," against Maine,
up big and tipped it over the as Coach Garber put it.
UMaine has not won a game
·
post.
Dan Quinlan of PSC took a yet this year but Coach Garber
pass from teammate Mike Cole said, "Don't let their record fool
Plymouth State College got to the ball one too many times Tuesday as they scored an overtime
to put the game winning goal you, they are a very tough team."·
goal_ to de_feat the 'Cats 1-0. (Mark Shenker photo)
CREW ~continue dJrom page 27) 1•·•·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

By John Du),oi~

I

Allsopp stressed that the
"It is sort of a bummer this ~ · ~·In ev:ery sense our crew team
Senior Kate Lantz said she
. team , is nqt ._doing this as a
-sport,
iate
Intercolleg
an
as
acts
said.
·
ker
a
B.
happen,"
to
had
about
friend
a
with
talking
was
the team's plans and he said he "Because everyone was looking with the exceptiqn that our publicity stunt. · . " ." · __ · · •
athJetes do not receive the
.
·
would be humiliated to row in forward to it."
"The team is n:ot lcoking to
·
Seni~;~~i i B~~t~z·;;r~ ed that necessary recognition," Allsopp make the The Boston Globe,
a "girl's boat".
"I was really hurt, butl Started the women's entry should not said.
... " Albopp -~
The money from fundraising national exposure
talking to the guys on the team, be overlooked.
to mak~ the
w~nt
just
"We
said.
"And besides/' Bettez said, will pay for about 60 percent poinf that our men and women
and they seemed pretty psyched
of their equipment supply needs
•h "
h • 1
"Th
about it,'' Lantz said.
.
and 50 percent of their travel are of equal i!Ilportance:"
e coac ts a ways ng t.
Senior Bea Baker believes it
will
race
this
that
said
Lantz
The UNH crew team is a club needs, Allsopp said.
is important that neithe_r the
"The men and women know hopefully leave everyone with
men or the women have prior- spo~t llt UNH rather tha_n a
and see what their fundraising something to think about.
"Anyone who is serious about ity, but she added she was . ~arstty sport. The team receives
go to," Allsopp said.
efforts
Sports,
Rec
nd
from
st
nd
from
disappoint ed that she will not funds
• th e Regatta will u er a
said that. not all crew
"It depends ,a lot on how we
Ludwig
own
their
of
lot
a
and
parents,
the.
in
compete
to
able
be
_
.
do,"
·ro
what we are trying
take#,,
to
at it," Lantz ,sa_id. "If we
wilfrng
look
be
would
teams
efforts.
J:_legatta_before she_gradu~~!:_S:_ _ fundraising
Philbrick said.
· hold our heads up· high, then
this same approach~·
"It says a lot ·about this people won't laugh at what we_
program, and the philosoph y are trying to do, they will
. . understand it."
behind it,"· Ludwig s~id. ·
RESER VE' OFFIC ERS' TRAIN ING co·RP S
"Although disappoint ed, the
men sympathiz e with the de'"
dsion," said Allsopp. "I think
a lot of them are actually looking .
forward to it."
'Tm aH over .it," Junior J~ff
.,
Philbrick said.
Philbrick said he does not
think people will laugh off the
idea that the men and women's
teams are of equal importance . . _

1R8CSports
.Standings
'

Co-Rec Touch Football Women's Soccer
1. The Ghett;
2. Theta Chi/Delta Theta Chi
3. '69ers ·
4. Christensen 905A
5. Hetzel Hawk.s

Matthew Hunn
Engineering Stuoen1
University of Missouri
Co-oped with St. Louis
Corps of Engineers

-"I GOT LUCKY. THE FINANCIAL HELP.OF THE DASE CO·OP
PROGRAM TAKES ABECK OF ALOAD OFF MY MIND!'

''They pay up to $5,000 a year. It covers everythin g: tuition, hooks and fees. '
And I'm also getting invaluab le experien ce while e_arning a salary!'
The Departmen t of Anny Scientific and Engineering (DASE) Co-op Program
, provides ROTC students the opportunity to work in a Departmen t of the Anny
facility while.still ,i n college. Each is paid while getting practical work experience
in a high-tech facility. Selected students also receive up to $5,000 tuition assistance
per year and the opportunity for continued employmen t after graduation.
'lb be eligible, you must be a freshman in a baccalaure ate program leading to
a degree in science or engineering . For more information on application procedures, contact the Ghainnan of the Co-op Department, or the Professor of
Military Science.
Students are sele~ed on a competitive basis.

ARMYROTC .
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

Find out more. Contact:

PROFESSOR OF MILITARY,_ SCIENCE
US AR.MY.ROTC INSTRUCTO R GROUP
UNIV OF NEW HAMPSHIR E
ZAIS HALL
DURHAM, NH 03824-3583-{6~3) 862-1078

1. Off-Campus (LaRoche.)
2. Devine A

3. Gibbs 2nd .
4. Delta Zeta .

Men's Minor Soccer

Men's Minor Football
1. Sigma Alpha Epsilon II
2. Lord Legends
3. Sinister 6
4. McGurn.r
,5,. ;1.cacia Bears

.1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Hubbard
Williamson 2C
Sigma Nu Sharks
Congreve Comets
Christensen Cra;ckpots

·Menis -Major Football ·.Men's Major Socce.r :
1. Acacia Gold
2. Screaming Chickens
3. Lamda Chi
4. Delta. Chi Messengers of
Armagedd on
5. Sigma Nu Wannabees

1. Sigma Alpha Epsilon Lions
2. Sigma Nu Death
3. Pike Generals
4. Delta Chi
5. Theta Chi

-FIEL D HOCK EY

(continued from page 2 8 ) -

Senior captain Cyndi Caldwell
expressed her dissatisfac tion
over the tie in their home
opener.
"I wanted to win this one
bad," said Galdwell. 'Tin not · .

satisfied at all with the tie."
The 'Cats (2-2-1) will have
upset on their minds when they
square off against #1 nationally
ranked Old Dominion, Saturday
at Springfield College.

. , ~·

f

l

-
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Wo me n's soc cer
falls to Ea gle s
By Rob Heenan

The second half indeed saw
Wildcats come out strong.
the
The·wome n's soccer team fell They continued to pressure the
·
9th
the
by the score -of 2-0 to
Eagles, but were unable to tally ·
ranked Boston College Eagles a goal. Despite 21 shots on goal,
Tuesday night. Their record the BC defense was able to
dropp<;d to four and two.
prevent the score.
In the fi~st half, BC got all
the offense it would need when
Paula Schwartzlauer put one by
UNH's Janene Tildon for a 10 lead. That was all the action
in the first. half.

"We had so many chances and
opportuni ties but we' couldn't put one in," Paige stated.
Boston College was able to
take advantage of UNH's aggressive offense late in the
second half. While the 'Cats
were pushing forward BC was
able to break through and slip
another ball in the net to settle
______ _
the issue,

Freshman forward Paige
Christie felt the artificial surface
. may have caused s0me early
problems for the 'Cats. "We
Saturday UNH will travel to
haven't played on turf this year. 16th
The first half was like a war in Rhode Island and put- their
line
the
on
nationally
ranking
.
up but by the second half we got
against Providence College.
used to it."

Yea Team!

Boston College as they suffered a tough loss· on

Go Wildcats!

Wo me n's ten nis
falls to ·Harvard
one of the players was fin ally
worn .down enough to commit
For their first loss of the .an unforced error. Lerner
season, the UNH· women's
tennis team fell. 6- 2 to Harvard · proved victorious in three sets,
on Mo_nday. The Harvard worn- . 6-2, 5-7, 6-1, while McKenna
fell 6-3, 7-5.
UNH's first doubles match
en, :who .were th ird in New
England last seas~~' "ii's-ed p,~-wer , Kathleen Greeland /Monica
and consistenc y to defeat the Brent was called due to darkness
Wildcats. · .
· during a·tie breaker in the third
The Crimson's Sharon-Ko - set. _.Second doubles McKensakouski' s smashing serve threw :
each
off UNH's Deb Rinaldi, who , na/Sarah Tonna fought for
point, but the Harvard women
,was defeated 6-2, 6-3 . Rinaldi were the victors 7-5, 7'- 6 (9-7).
rebounded back in doubles. by UNH's other losses were fourth
· teaming up with Jaymie Hyde _singles Tori Wincup 6-3, 6-1,
fifth singles Tonna 6-2_,6-4, and
for a 6-3, 7 -6 (7-1) triumph.
UNH: s second singles Liz sixth singles Lori Rice 6-4, 6·
Lerner and third singles Kara 0.
in
Regatta
s
he-Charle
Head-of-t
women faced Centhe
at
UNH
The
boat
one
in
matched
unite
well
will
were
crews
McKenna
women's
and
men's
The
w.ith their. opponents . 'In both . tial Connecticut on Wednesday,
·
October. (file photo)
. matches the long volleys showed and _they are looking forward
the consistency of all the players. to another tough match versll.s
Most of the points ended when - __T uf ts on saturd ay. ·
.
•

1

·

By Naomi Elvove

-

1

UN H cre w teaDls un ite

Go lf ~tr eak at 30i

By Susan Flynn
This year, DNH received only . "They keep a running entry,
It's still very dark outside at one entry for the race and was where they look back to see who
the year before," Ludwig
5:45 a.m., when the UNH crew forced to prioritize between the raced "I
guess we were over'said.
·
men and women. .
team begins daily practice.
of what hapbecause
looked
place
a
in
put
were
"We
·
Really dark.
·
·
year."
la-st
pened
·
was
who
decide
to
had
On one side of the boat house 'Where we
.comRegatta
the
,
Supposedly
on Oyster River, the women more important , the men or
determine s the number
were stretching, cracking backs, women," said Allsopp. "We do mittee
.from schools by the
entries
of
that."
do
to
want
not
laughand
classe~
about
talking
·
lottery, but Allsopp
a
of
process
trying
riot
is
he
said
Allsopp
·
.
_.
ing.
are curious about
· On the other side of the boat to impress other schools, but· · and Ludwigprocess.
this
on
everyon~
make
to
wants
just
· house, the men were stretching,
. "It is not just UNH who is
cracking backs, talking about his own teams understand that
Ludwig said. "It (the
suspicous,"
equal.
are
women
and
men
the
·
classes and _laughing.
has always
process)
selection
not
Last year both teams did
Bo.th coaches attribute the
question."
in
of
sort
bee-r:i
because
race
the
in
compete
teams
· unity between the two
The s(:hools in Boston are
their entry was lost in the mail.
to the fact that they share the
extra consideration, which
given
postoriginally
was
entry
The
same
the
and
same facilities
able, because their
understand
is
the
but
24,
marked on August
funds.
are used by many of
facilities
the
receive
not
did
committee
women's
and
men
"The
the competing teams, said Alteams understan d that they · applicatio n until October 9, a lsopp.
Alsaid
deadline,
past
month
to
ity
responsibl
equal
share an
He added, however, that this
the success of the team," men's lsopp.
year Yale, which is further from
precedent
a
want
not
do
"We
said.
Allsopp
Chris
coach
than Durham, received
It seems only fitting that the set where the men are invited Boston
eight entries.
are
women
the
and
year
every
join
to
decided
have
teams
two
Allsopp said that it was only
forces for the Bead-of-t he- not," said women's head coach
natural for - the men to be
Charles Regatta race on October· Jane Ludwig.
disappoint ed th~t they will not
23.
She said-she did not s:ee the be competing in the race.
One team composed of four
committee 's decision
Regatt-a
be
men and four women will
p:26
CREW
•
___
as
competing in a men's race on to give UNH only one entry
§Omething malicious.
the Charle·s River in Boston.
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By Kevin Connelly
· "These were the windiest
The UNH men's golf team conditions that we faced in any
defeated a pair of talented competition. The wind dried.out
squads from BC and Providence, the course making the greens
Tuesday afternoon at the Ports- very quick," Pope noted. He
mouth Country Club. The vie- then added, "Out of the 21
tories upped their streak to 30 players competing Marc (O'Sulconsecutive wins in .match play. livan:) was 'the only one who
UNH outshot Providence by broke 40 on _the ba<;k r:!if!~,~~ _ _
six strokes (395-401), while BC
The Wildcats put their streak
finished third with a 417 total.
Jeff Lacoille paced the Wildcats _on the line as they head to
with a 77, f9llowed closely by Rhode Island for a ·match with
UNH's Austin "Ace" Eaton's UConn. Pope will be leaving
78. Coach Ken Pope received four out of his top six players
a fine outing from freshman . at home to give· them rest, and
Marc O'Sullivan; who matched to give .some younger players
a chance to contribute.
Eaton's 78.
"The kid never gets rattled.
Pope was quick to note "The
When I videotape d his swing
at tryouts I knew that he had streak is not- what I'm worried
potential and I could work with about, playing all the kids and
him, . and now he is playing testing the veterans before the
excellent golf," Pope comment- tournarpe nt is my main concern."
ed. ·
Tourname nt play begins OcScott Faber also contribute d
2 in Massachusetts at the
tober
8
an
-with
to the 'Cat's victory
_ Toskey Invitational.
over par 80.
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Sports
Wildcat s .held .to
tie .with ·Brown
By }.·Russel Pabst
In a game that experienced
cold and blustery weather conditio•n s as well as sub par field
conditions, the UNH women's
· field hockey team battled to a.
0-0 (double overtime) tie Wednesday in their home opener
against Brown University.
"We're not satisfied with a
tie," said head coach Lauren
Fuchs. "We dominated. We did
everything we wanted to do
except put the ball in the net.
The poor field conditions had
, a lot to do with it."
Fuchs also pointed out (hat
it was Brown's aggressive play
that kept the UNH offense from
lighting up the scoreboard. .
"They came after us in two's
and three's," Fuchs explained.
"As soon as we got past one
(Brown defender) there was
another one right there."
In the first half, most of the
Despite a good effort by the Wildcats, they could not put the ball in the ~et as Brown held play was in the Bruin's zone.
UNH outshot Brown 8-7 and
them to a scoreless tie on Wednesday. {file photo)- held a decisjve edge in corners,

The action remained the same
in the second half with UNH
controlling the pace of the game.
The 'Cats, however, remained
unable to put the ball in the net, ·
thus sending the game into
·
overtime.
The Wildcats let a golden
.scoring opportunity slip by half
way through the first overtime
when captain Cyndi Caldwell
centered a corner, resulting in
a barrage of shots on Brown
goaltender Sarah Lamont. That
ended up being the last real
threat the Wildcats would have
in the game.
Stacey Gaudette had another ,
standout performance in -the net
for UNH, posting her second
shutout of the season and lowering he_r goals against average
to 1.00. Freshman Brenda Canning and Sarah Paveglio also
turned in strong.performances
for the Wildcats.

FIELD HOCKEY p.26

Delawar e is next
on 'Cats' hit list
The Blue Hens have an out~
UNH takes the Delaware standing receiver named James
j Blue Hens on this Saturday after Anderson who is supposed to
thoroughly trouncing Maine 44- be one of the best in the con 23. The Bears were ahead 21- ference (Messrs. Olds and
17 in the third quarter before Braune may have something to
Jean and company exploded for say about that). Anderson seems
to catch anything that Sierer
several unanswered scores.
Curtis Olds was free of double throws in his direction so the
coverage and had a dozen defensive backs will have their
catches not to mention the hands full this Saturday w1th
·
exploits of big Rob Spittel. . this tandem. ·
Delaware's running game has
Spittel is a tight end who can
hold on to the ball despite being been inconsistent but that's due
hit and he proved it last Saturday · to their wing T offense and a
young O line. Their offense
time an~ a_gain.
looked good against Richmond
Coach Bowes was especially so perhaps the Hens are starting
pleased by beating Maine at to cluck.
On the defensive side of ·the
home. The Bears chew up most
teams that come into their den ball all the players injured in
but this year the Cats left them the Rhode Island game are now
swiping at the air as pass after back. They are led by an outpass found its mark. Jean put standing ddensive tackle named
on an awesome display of quar- Mike Renna. Renna has been
terbacking as he directed his a dominant player so far this
charges to 34 second half points. year and will test Fred Huth this
The defensive backs held Saturday like no one has all
Maine's Buck in check despite season. Huth and company must
lack luster pass rushing by the contain this 265 pound monster
· 'if-Jean is to have time to do his
·
D line.
thing.
Look for Delaware to come
Delaware is an enig¢atic after UNH from the start. They
team that has some potential. will try to attack the Cats and
They opened by losing to a knock them out 9f their game
strong Navy squad. and were . plan. The Blue Hens like to blitz
ahead of Rhode Island going a lot so everyone better have
. into the second half. The Blue their assignments down on the
Hens theii lost four of ·their offensive line.
defensive play.e rs to minor
On offense the Hens will run
injuries and ended up losing the the option more than any other
i game. Last week they came back
team UNH has faced this seaand destroyed Richmond 27-10 son. The wing T is difficult to
and put on a sterling defensive defense because of all the varied
performance. It is hard to say things that can be doqe from
what the Blue Hens are capable the formation. Look for Delaof doing but all their wounded - ware to exploit any confusion
people will be back in action. so that develops in the defense as
look out!
the game proceeds.

By George Holton Elder

The New Hampshire offense hopes to keep its high flying offense on track when the Deleware
,
Blue Beas came ta rawo ao Saturday (Mike Stiosao pbara)
The Cat's hav~ to get more stop Renna from running amok watching some very exciting
of a pass rush gorng then they . in the offensive backfield. After football come to the game .this
have displayed in recent _weeks. the game Curtis Olds· had last Saturday. The 'Cats are rated Buck was only sacked tw1Ce last . week he will presumably get lots fifth in the nation and can put
Saturday and ther~ were several of double coverage. This will on an awesome show when they
plays where the time he had to free up either Braune or the are clicking. The· team has
exceeded many people's expecthrow could have been measured . short pass game.
No one should be able to stop -- tations so far but they are only
on a sun dial. If the D backs had
three and O with a long way to __
not done such an ex<;;eptional . this offense from scoring as
job on coverage last week's score things stand now. The only way go. What happens next remains
could have been much different./ -- it can be done is to play high to be .seen.
On the other hand, the D line .risk defense and try to smother
has stopped the running game Jean and company before they:·
of most (earns-despite the oyer- can get started. A few draws and
all inexperience that threatened some iood runs by Norm Ford
should open things up for the
to be such a problem.
'Cats if Delaware does play
kamikaze defense.
On offense the line must pick
Look for a close game and a
up all the blitzes Delaware will
throw at them. They must also very phvsical one. If you're into
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